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Much of the drinking water around the world, especially in rural Sub-Saharan Africa, is provided 
through the use of water points, communal collection points shared by a community or neighborhood. 
However, these water points are frequently out of operation, and their users are forced to rely on 
water sources of lower quality, likely contributing to the high global disease burden associated with 
diarrheal disease. This study analyzes a survey of more than 3,700 water points in rural areas of twelve 
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa to identify community or management determinants of functionality 
of the water point. While the typical definition of functionality is binary, focusing mainly on 
operationality, this study considers operationality as well as the frequency and duration of breakdowns 
as part of the conceptualization of functionality. Through the use of regression analysis and structural 
equation modeling, this study identifies factors with the largest effects on functionality. Structural 
equation modeling, which allows for the identification of causal pathways, improving on the 
associations determined by regression analysis, also allows for the identification of factors which do 
not have direct effects on, but nevertheless have large total effects on, the functionality of rural water 
points. These factors, which include the involvement of a paid, trained caretaker in the management 
of a rural water point, demonstrate that there are important causal pathways by which water point 
managers can seek to improve the functionality of their rural water point. Other significant factors 
include continuous service provision, regular fee collection by a committee, and technical capacity 
consisting of external support response, and an operations and maintenance plan. Water point 
managers and water committees should seek to incorporate these factors in the operation of their rural 
water point; improving the functionality of rural water points worldwide will be a major determinant 
in the achievement of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal of a safely managed drinking 
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Approximately 1.8 billion people in the world (29% of the global population) do not have access to 
“safely managed drinking water services”1. The 2015 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 
established the target of “by 2030, achiev[ing] universal and equitable access to safe and affordable 
drinking water for all”1. One of the strategies used to achieve this goal around the world is the 
installation of communal water points, which include springs and other surface water sources, 
rainwater catchment systems, hand-dug wells, hand pumps, or spigots attached to distribution systems. 
Communal water points are located in common areas in a community or neighborhood. While they 
do not provide water directly to each individual household in a community, communal water points 
are less costly and allow greater numbers of people to access water than intensive household-level 
provision for the same project cost.  
 
Despite their potential to increase access to water, water points around the world are not consistently 
operational, which prevents their users from accessing the social, economic, and health benefits 
associated with reliable access to a safe drinking water source. This study analyzes 3,762 water points 
in Sub-Saharan Africa to determine community and water point factors related to different metrics of 
functionality. 
 
This study discusses the unclear definition of the term “functionality” and proposes a conceptual 
model of functionality with three components: operationality of the water point, frequency of 
breakdowns of the water point, and the length of those breakdowns. These components of 
functionality are observed as metrics measured by the survey. 
 
The first phase of the analysis involves the use of univariate and multivariate regression to identify 
associations between community and management characteristics with the metrics of functionality. 
This is similar to the methodologies presented in much of the literature focusing on functionality of 
rural water points. However, regressions such as these can ignore the interrelation of factors which 
contribute to functionality. 
 
The second phase of the analysis uses structural equation modeling to consider the relationships 
between community and management characteristics, and how those relationships may be the 
mechanisms for increased functionality as observed in regressions. I identify factors which indirectly 
and directly contribute to the components of functionality as well as the overall functionality of rural 
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water points in Sub-Saharan Africa. Structural equation modeling identifies causal pathways which can 
lead to increased water point functionality and may be advisable to water point managers. 
 
These factors include: that the water point provide continuous service; that the committee collects 
fees on a schedule; that external technical support comes when called; that the water point is serviced 
by a paid, trained caretaker; that the water point is managed by a committee; that the water point has 
an operations and maintenance plan; and that the water point collects fees.  
 
In addition to factors which contribute to the functionality of rural water points, the structural 
equation model identifies factors which contribute to the increased diversity, inclusion, and 
transparency of rural water point management. These factors include: the selection of committee 
members by election rather than appointment and the inclusion of women on the management 
committee. 
 
The most commonly used definition of functionality has historically been binary (i.e., it measures if 
the water point is operational on a given day). However, I use a definition consisting of a 
conceptualization of functionality which includes operationality, frequency of breakdowns, and length 
of breakdowns. I use four different metrics of functionality: binary functionality; whether or not the 
water point experienced a breakdown in the last two weeks; whether or not the water point 
experienced a breakdown in the last year; and the length of the most recent breakdown. I identify 
distinctions in the relationships of the factors of functionality (e.g., the existence of a water committee) 
with each of the metrics of functionality and combined conceptualization of functionality based on all 
four metrics. 
 
This study presents information about decisions rural water point managers can make to improve the 
functionality of their water point as well as a proposed conceptualization of functionality for both 
practitioners and researchers. The next section of this report presents the state of the existing literature 
related to water supply and functionality. The third section details the methodology used in both 
phases of the analysis. The fourth section presents my proposed conceptual model of functionality. 
The fifth section presents results of both phases of work, which the sixth section discusses. The 






2. Literature Review 
 
There are significant benefits associated with access to and quality of drinking water sources. A survey 
of water projects in Ethiopia, Ghana, India, and Tanzania found that substantial benefits follow the 
successful implementation of water supply systems. Community members can experience higher 
household income, improved family relationships, improved hygiene and health outcomes, higher 
educational attainment, increased balance in gender roles, and decreased stress and anxiety following 
the installation of water systems in their community2. 
 
Benefits of Water Supply 
 
Water and Health 
 
Diarrheal disease is the eighth leading cause of death worldwide, and the fifth leading cause of death 
for children under the age of five3. Safe and reliable drinking water sources have been found to 
decrease diarrheal disease and infant mortality4. However, it has been observed that the non-
functionality of rural water points has significant health impacts which affect the overall impact of the 
water point installation. In a study of two water supply systems in Uganda, researchers found that 
reliance on raw water because of supply failure for five days of the year led to an annual 50% risk of 
E. coli infection, 98% risk of Cryptosporidium infection, and 100% risk of rotavirus infection5, essentially 
negating health benefits which are associated with water point implementation.  
 
Water and Education 
 
Access to water can have a significant impact on educational outcomes, including both achievement 
and attendance. A study of test scores in Brazil showed that students with access to piped water at 
home scored significantly higher on national tests than their peers without piped water6. The improved 
scores were higher for children from low-income families6, suggesting the importance of targeting 
water interventions to poorer households. Another study in Cambodia determined that the availability 
of safe drinking water at schools was associated with less absenteeism7, suggesting that communal 




Water and Income 
 
The quality-of-life improvements discussed above have major economic implications for poor 
households. Low-income households in Sub-Saharan Africa spend a third of their income treating 
water-related diseases8, and the improved attendance at school discussed above can improve 
employment and income-generation potential. Similarly, time savings associated with reduced water 
collection burden can lead to increased productivity, which directly impacts household earnings. 
 
Existing Water Point Functionality Literature 
 
Existing literature has identified general categories of factors contributing to non-functionality. These 
factor categories include the age of the water point, the infrastructure type of the water point, the 
“management structure” of the water point, and the fee structure associated with the water point9.  
 
Definition of Functionality 
 
There is no established or accepted definition of functionality. A 2016 review by Wilson et al. of 111 
studies (mostly grey literature, but including 24 peer-reviewed articles and 7 WaterAid WASH 
programme studies) found that there are six main categories of definitions of functionality10: 
1. Not defined (by default, interpreted to use a binary working/not working definition); 
2. Binary definition (working/not working); 
3. Categorical definition (e.g., working, partially-working, not working); 
4. Tiered definition (involving multiple assessments of increasing detail); 
5. Defined as sustainability (including a binary definition of functionality, but also possibly 
including factors related to service levels); and 




According to Wilson et al., these definitions are used at the frequency presented in Figure 1 below: 
 
Figure 1: Varying Definitions of Functionality10 
 
As shown in Figure 1 above, almost two-thirds of the rural water point functionality literature included 
in the review by Wilson et al. uses or is assumed to use a binary definition of functionality; that is, a 
water point is considered functional if it was operational on the day the researchers visited its location.  
 
Whaley and Cleaver (2017) acknowledge that there is no established definition of functionality, but 
caution that all discussions of functionality need to consider the broader governance, social, and 
economic contexts that affect all rural communities and their water points11. 
 
Functionality and Committee Management 
 
This project studies specifics pertaining to the management structure, including as related to women. 
It has been shown that the participation of women throughout the project planning, implementation, 
and management process increases the technical, institutional, environmental, social, and financial 
sustainability of water projects12, but analysis of specific components of their participation, and the 
specific sustainability effects of that participation, is limited. 
 
However, anecdotally, it has been observed that the participation of women in water point 
management has led to sustainability improvements. For example, in Malawi, United Nations 
Community Development Fund practitioners observed that when the management of water points 
















functional. However, when local women, who were the primary users of the water points, and were 
therefore invested in their functionality, were allowed to participate in the committees, the 
management and water point maintenance improved. Now, women make up at least 30% of the 
membership of all water point committees in the area13. 
 
While it has been shown that factors related to the water committee and fee collection are associated 
with the functionality of water points9,14, the specific mechanisms through which these activities 
contribute to functionality have not been identified. Better strategies for identifying these mechanisms, 
and recommending them to water point managers, will allow communities to increase the functionality 
of their water points. 
 
Functionality and User Fees 
 
There is an ongoing debate about the United Nations declaration of a human right to water and 
sanitation15. There are arguments against the commodification of what many believe should be a public 
good16,17. However, the 1992 Dublin Statement, which included a “recognition that water has an 
economic value, and, therefore, should be considered as an economic good,”18 was not intended to 
commodify water; rather, it was designed to ensure access at fair prices, efficient use, and financial 
viability of water systems, in addition to the explicit concern for marginalized groups such as women 
and the “underprivileged”18. 
 
Whether or not users pay for their water (and how) can also have an effect on functionality. A 2017 
study in Nigeria and Tanzania determined that water points in Nigeria were more likely to be 
operational if their users paid fees, and water points in Tanzania were more likely to be operational if 
fees were collected on a regular schedule19. 
 
Functionality and Technical Support 
 
A review of more than 89,000 rural water points in Liberia, Tanzania, Nigeria, and Uganda which 
categorized the reason for a water system breakdown found that when one was provided, the most 
frequent reason for a breakdown in Liberia, Tanzania, and Uganda was damage to system components 
(separate from intentional harm); on average, this was the primary issue for 58.8% of systems9. In 





The availability and accessibility of spare parts is an often-discussed component of functionality10,20–22. 
Cronk and Bartram (2017) suggest that distance to the closest urban center is one factor which 
contributes to this availability, in addition to the availability of external technical support19. A proposal 
for the development of indicators of sustainability includes the consideration of response time of 
external technical experts and the level of training and payment of the maintenance staff21. Similarly, 
the existence of an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan is often included as a determinant of 
functionality23, although its content and use are discussed less frequently. 
 
Structural Equation Modeling 
 
Much of the literature proposing ideas of causality is limited to discussions of “associations” between 
variables because of a lack of causal evidence. Structural equation modeling allows us to test 
conceptualized models for that causality. It includes consideration of interrelated variables and 
temporal relationships between variables. 
 
WaSH and Structural Equation Modeling 
 
Structural equation modeling has been used to assess the impacts of WaSH-related interventions on 
children’s health outcomes in India. Reese et al. (2019) used structural equation modelling to assess 
the relationships between water, sanitation, and hygiene interventions and water availability, 
handwashing coverage, and children’s health (measured using height-for-age z-scores)24. Their analysis 
suggests the complementarity of water and sanitation interventions for increasing children’s health. 
As the authors stated, their study furthered the original (regression-based) conclusions about the 
impact of the interventions on child health by proposing and testing a framework for how the 
observed improvements may have contributed to those health improvements24. Reese et al. did not 
include latent variables in their analysis25.  
 
Similarly, Stetson Rowles et al. (2020) modeled the relationships between sanitation and drinking water 
source quality, household health and education and socioeconomic status, and perceptions of and 
desire for water quality improvements in the colonias along the United States-Mexico border25. Their 
study, which did include the modelling of latent variables, determined that measured water quality 
affects a household’s health, and a connection to a sanitary sewer affects both household health and 
measured water quality. They also found that the relationship between perceived and measured water 
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quality is dependent on the household’s water source. They concluded by proposing interventions 
which (according to their model) have the highest likelihood of improving household health, including 
infrastructure (sewer and drinking water) improvements, point-of-use treatment options, and water 









In 2017, the Water Institute at UNC-Chapel Hill performed a program-level analysis of water, 
sanitation, and hygiene (WaSH) programs in fourteen countries around the world. Data were collected 
in Ethiopia, Ghana, Honduras, India, Kenya, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique, Niger, Rwanda, Tanzania, 
Uganda, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 36,860 households were surveyed, and 4,667 water points and 2,002 
healthcare facilities were sampled in the fourteen countries. This study uses the water point survey to 
focus on community-level operations and functionality of communal water points. Water point 
assessments often focus on single countries, but this project uses the 2017 survey to study 3,762 water 
points in the twelve countries in Sub-Saharan Africa to identify and assess trends throughout the 




Because this is a publicly-available dataset, it was cleaned and organized when I first obtained it. I 
made small further changes which I note here: 
• There were several outliers in the original dataset for the “length of breakdown” field, 
including one water point which was listed as having been broken down for 200 years. Prior 
to conducting regression analyses, I reclassified all breakdown lengths longer than 365 days 
(136 of 3,762, or 3.6%) as “NA”. 
o In the structural equation model, the length of a breakdown for water points which 
did not experience a breakdown in the preceding year is modeled using a “0 days” 
length, and the breakdowns of length longer than 365 days was modeled using a “365 
days” length. Without a numeric measurement of the length of breakdown of these 
water points, they would have been excluded from the model.  
• I excluded the category of surface water bodies as a water point type, as the functionality of 
surface water is dependent on climate and weather, not necessarily the characteristics of the 




Metrics of Functionality 
 
As discussed above, there is no consistent or standard definition for functionality in the rural water 
resources sector. The 2017 survey conducted by the Water Institute included four survey questions 
which recorded data which may be used to determine if a water point is “functional”: 
• Is the water point functioning? (yes/no) 
o I call this the “binary functionality” metric, and often use the term “operational” to 
signify that the water point was usable on the day of the survey 
• Has the water point broken down in the past year? (yes/no) 
o I call this the “breakdown in the past year” metric 
• Has the water point had a breakdown in the past two weeks? (yes/no) 
o I call this the “breakdown in the past two weeks” metric 
• For what length of time was the water point nonfunctional during its last breakdown? (count 
of days) 
o I call this the “length of breakdown” metric 
 
I use the answers to these four questions as four different metrics of functionality. 
 
However, because they are different variable types (binary and counts), I need to interpret the results 
of their regressions differently.  
 
In the case of binary outcome variables, the measure of impact is an odds ratio. An odds ratio is “a 
measure of the odds of an event happening in one group compared to the odds of the same event 
happening in another group”26. For example, if we found that there is an odds ratio of 2 for the binary 
functionality variable for the “has water committee” variable, it would mean that the odds of a water 
point with a water committee being operational on the day of a survey is twice the odds of a water 
point without a water committee being operational on that day. Odds ratios are calculated as shown 
below: 
𝑂𝑅 = 𝑒𝑏, where 
 
𝑂𝑅 = odds ratio of two levels of independent variable B  
𝑏 = coefficient of the comparison of relationship between two levels of independent 




For example, when I run a univariate regression between binary functionality and season (i.e., dry and 
rainy) on the full data set of 3,762 water points, I find that the coefficient (of the relationship of rainy 
to dry) is -0.2171. When I use the formula above to find the odds ratio, I find that the odds ratio is 
0.805. In other words, the odds that a water point will be operating on a given day in the rainy season 
is 0.805 times the odds that it will be operating on a given day in the dry season. 
 
The three metrics of functionality for which I report odds ratios are the binary functionality metric, 
the breakdown in the last year metric, and the breakdown in the last two weeks metric. 
 
In the case of the fourth metric of functionality, length of breakdown, which is measured in counts of 
days, I cannot use an odds ratio. Rather, I use an effect size, which is “a way of quantifying the size of 
the difference between two groups”24.  
 
The effect size results I report below are equal to the coefficients calculated using the generalized 
linear model. The model compares two levels of categorical variables and determines the size of the 
difference in breakdown lengths between them. For continuous variables such as distance to the 
closest urban center, the model calculates the difference per additional unit (for example, per 
additional kilometer). Therefore, I do not mathematically convert reported coefficients to obtain effect 
sizes. For example, the univariate regression relating whether or not a water point is managed by a 
committee to the length of its most recent breakdown determines that the coefficient is -0.1. This 
means that on average, water points managed by committees experience breakdowns which are 0.1 
days shorter than the breakdowns of water points not managed by committees. Unlike odds ratios, 
effect sizes do not need to be calculated.  
 
The effect size results I report below are equal to the coefficients calculated using the generalized 
linear model. The interpretation of effect sizes differs depending on whether the dependent variable 
is categorical (e.g., what is the effect of whether the water point is/is not managed by a committee?) 
or continuous (e.g., what is the effect of the distance in kilometers to the nearest town?). For example, 
given the independent variable "length of breakdown", the effect size of the categorical variable 
"managed by a committee" in Ghana is -0.53, meaning that, on average, breakdowns of water points 
that have a committee are 0.53 days shorter than those without a committee. The effect of the 
continuous variable "distance from the nearest urban center" is 0.01; this means that on average, 
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breakdowns of water points are 0.01 days longer per kilometer from the nearest urban center. In other 
words, breakdowns on average are 1 day longer for every 100-kilometer increase in distance from the 




I use three types of models to analyze the relationships between the different metrics of functionality 
and the community and water point management factors: 
• Univariate regressions allow me to determine the association between a single community or 
management factor and a single metric of functionality. 
• Multivariate regressions allow me to determine the associations between multiple community 
and management factors and a single metric of functionality. 
• Structural equation modeling allows me to include multiple community and management 
factors and multiple metrics of functionality. In addition to relationships between these 
community and management factors and the metrics of functionality, I can also model 
relationships between the community and management factors themselves. 
 
General and Committee-Specific Models 
 
I construct models of two types: those assessing factors related to all water points, and those assessing 
factors related to water points managed by a water committee. Much of the literature of functionality 
explores the impact of water committee operations, as discussed above. Factors unrelated to water 
committee makeup and operations include variables such as service availability, season, age of water 
point, and number of households served by the water point. These variables are included in models 
which analyze water committee factors, because they may affect the relationships between 
functionality and water committee variables.  
 
A table of independent variables, their levels (if applicable), and their inclusion in the two model types 
is presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1: Variables Included in Models 













Not scheduled service 









Other improved water source 
Age of Water Point (in years) X X 
Number of Households (in number of households) X X 
Distance to Urban 
Center (in km) 
X X 




Women on Committee 
No  X 
Yes 
Person with Disability 
on Committee 




Appointed  X 
Elected 
Collect Fees 
No  X 
Yes 
Collect Fees on 
Schedule 
No  X 
Yes 
Collect Repair Money 










Caretaker, not paid or trained 
Caretaker, paid, not trained 
Caretaker, trained, not paid 
Caretaker, paid and trained 
Call Tech Support 
No  X 
Yes 
Tech Support Comes 





All regressions conducted as part of this study used the glm() function in R, which fits generalized 
linear models. I did not use lm(), the standard linear model, because the outcome variable was not 
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normally distributed, as shown below in Figure 2. The use of a standard linear model requires a 
normally-distributed outcome variable. 
 
Figure 2: Histogram of Breakdown Length 
 
When the outcome variable of interest is one of the binary metrics of functionality (those to which 
respondents answered “yes” or “no”) I use a binomial error distribution for the model. When the 
outcome variable of interest is the length of time the water point was nonfunctional during its last 
breakdown, I use a poisson error distribution for the model; because the number of days is a count, 




In addition to the odds ratios and effect sizes I calculate from each regression, I also report details of 
the regressions, including p-values, R2 values, and the number of observations used to generate the 
regression results. 
 
The p-value, the probability of obtaining results at least as extreme as observed results, is a measure 
of the statistical significance of the test of the null hypothesis (that there is no difference between 
compared variable levels). I use a 95% significance level, meaning that I am only reporting results 
when the p-value is less than or equal to 0.05. In the case of multi-level categorical variables, if a 
comparison of two levels is found to be statistically significant, but comparisons of other levels are 



















Histogram of Breakdown Length
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In addition to statistical significance, I also report a Pseudo-R2 as a measure of “goodness-of-fit,” 
demonstrating how much of the variability in the modeled outcome variable is due to variation in the 
modeled independent variable(s). I calculate the ratio of the residual deviance to that of the null, in 
order to compare how much variability is explained by the model. The smaller that relationship, the 
more of the variability the model is explaining. In order to convert the ratio to a pseudo-R2, I subtract 
it from 1 as shown below: 





Both the residual and null deviances are reported by the generalized linear model output. 
 
The last regression-specific value I report is the number of observations upon which the analysis is 
based. I do not present results based on fewer than 200 observations; a smaller sample size would 
have insufficient power to give me confidence in the results. 
 
Univariate Regression Analysis 
 
I begin by developing univariate regressions of all variables studied. In other words, I calculate the 
statistical relationship between each independent variable listed in Table 1 and each of the four metrics 
of functionality. These associations allow me to identify links, but do not allow for the variation of 
other independent variables to have an effect on functionality. Multivariate regression allows for the 
inclusion of multiple independent variables. 
 
Multivariate Regression Analysis 
 
In order to develop the “best” multivariate regression models, I use backwards step-wise regression 
methods28, following the process below: 
1. Run the model using all independent variables of interest. 
2. Identify, using model output, the independent variable of least statistical significance (the 
independent variable whose estimated coefficient has the highest associated p-value). 
3. Re-run the regression model, using all independent variables of interest except the non-
significant variable identified in Step 2. 
4. Repeat Steps 2-3 until all independent variables modeled are statistically significant (or, if they 
are categorical variables, have at least one comparison of levels which is statistically 
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significant). As stated above, I am using a maximum p-value of 0.05 as a cutoff for statistical 
significance. 
 
This method ensures that significant variables are included in the model and insignificant variables are 
excluded. While multivariate regression allows for the inclusion of multiple independent variables, it 
treats them all as exogenous, and does not allow me to model relationships between them. 
 
Structural Equation Modeling 
 
The univariate and multivariate regression models demonstrate that the determinants of functionality 
of rural water points have different effects on each of the four metrics of functionality; these results 
are presented in the Results section below. In order to include all of the metrics of functionality in the 
same model and model relationships between the determinants of functionality, I use structural 
equation modeling.  
 
Structural equation modeling (SEM) allows me to consider multiple variables and their effects on the 
different metrics of functionality, but it also includes considerations of temporality. For example, the 
inclusion of women in the water management committee may precede (in time) the decision to collect 
fees on a schedule. Structural equation modeling allows for that to be modeled, as shown below: 
 
 
Figure 3: Demonstration of Temporality of Relationships in SEMa 
 




a In this instance, the variable “collects fees on schedule” is known as a mediator; it mediates the path between the presence 
of women on the management committee and the water point’s functionality. We can isolate the pathways of effects of 
women on the management committee: directly and indirectly, through their impact on the collection of fees on a schedule. 
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Structural equation modeling “is primarily a confirmatory technique to assess whether the proposed 
model is supported by the data and relies on correct specification of the direction of causal 
relationships within the model”29. I present below a framework modelling rural water point 
functionality, relating it to community and management committee characteristics, which I am 
assessing using SEM; specifically, I use the “SEM Builder” feature of STATA. 
 
Latent Variable Identification 
 
Latent variables (represented with an ellipse in the model) are used to demonstrate conceptualized 
constructs. They are not variables measured in the survey; we do not observe them, but they are 
constructs which are expressed as observed variables for which we have measured data9,19,30. In this 
case, the construct which I am measuring is functionality; it is observed in the metrics of functionality 




4. Conceptual Model 
 
Conceptualization of Outcomes 
 
Because the goal of this study is to understand the determinants of functionality of rural water points 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, but there is no standard definition or method of measuring functionality, there 
is no established conceptualization with which to construct my models. I therefore conceptualize 
functionality as shown below in Figure 4. I note that in Figure 4, and in all models, there are only three 
metrics of functionality; because the length of a breakdown in the last year includes all information 
about whether or not the water point experienced a breakdown in the last year, the question of if the 
water point experienced a breakdown is excluded. 
 
 
Figure 4: Conceptualization of Functionality and Observed Outcomes 
 
As noted above, the ellipse shape signifies that Functionality is a latent (non-observed) variable, which 
is expressed as or measured by the three variables included in the rectangle shapes.  
 
Full Conceptual Model 
 
Figure 5 below shows the conceptual model I use to analyze the potential determinants of functionality 
and their interrelationships. This model does not include the possible activities of water point 
management committees; that model is presented in Figure 6. Because the full conceptual model 
shown in Figure 5 models the functionality of all water points, only those independent variables 
marked in Table 1 as "relevant to all water points" are included. Figure 6 in the next section includes 
those variables marked in Table 1 as "relevant to water points managed by committee," and models 





Figure 5: Conceptual Model for Rural Water Point Functionality 
 
Table 2 below presents my rationale for the directionality of these causal pathways. 
 
Table 2: Descriptions of Paths in Conceptual Model for Rural Water Point Functionality 
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Conceptual Model for Water Points Managed by Committee 
 
A similar, but expanded, model is presented below in Figure 6. This model includes possible activities 
which could be undertaken by water management committees; it is therefore only applicable to water 
points with committees.  
 
 
Figure 6: Conceptual Model for Functionality of Committee-Managed Rural Water Points 
 
b This is reported if the water point experienced a breakdown in the last year; the maximum possible value is 365 days. If 




Table 3 below presents my rationale for the directionality of these causal pathways. Justifications of 
paths included in both models are the same but are presented again here. 
 
Table 3: Descriptions of Paths in Conceptual Model for Functionality of Committee-Managed Rural Water 
Points 
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This section presents the results of the univariate and multivariate regressions and the structural 
equation modeling. 
 
The linear regression results are calculated and compiled using the statistical software R. Code 
printouts may be found in Appendix B. As discussed above, the structural equation modeling is 




Table 4, attached to this report, presents descriptive statistics for 3,762 rural water points in the twelve 
Sub-Saharan African countries where data were collected. The water point characteristics listed 
(including the existence of a water committee, the presence of women and/or person(s) with a 
disability on the committee, the fee collection, and the existence of an O&M plan) are later modeled 
in the analysis of determinants of functionality; I present these model results in subsequent sections.  
 
There is a wide range of variability in functionality (all four metrics) in the twelve surveyed countries 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. This indicates that researchers should be cautious when aggregating or 
generalizing data from multiple countries, or extrapolating from one country to another. While I have 
only conducted univariate regressions at the country level due to data limitations (insufficient sample 
sizes for multivariate regressions at the country level in most cases), I demonstrate how the results of 
a multivariate regression for a specific country differ from the generalization using Ethiopia as a case.  
 
It is interesting to note that variables which seem to have a relationship with one metric of functionality 
are not guaranteed to have a relationship with a different metric of functionality. For example, I see 
that when there is a water committee, 79% of water points are likely to be functioning on any given 
day (binary functionality), while this is true for 55% of water points without a water committee. This 
is a 24-point difference. However, there is only a 2-point difference when we consider the impact of 
a water committee on if a water point has broken down in the last two weeks (14% of water points 
with a committee had a breakdown in the last two weeks, while 12% of water points without a 




Similarly, there does not appear to be a pattern when we compare the likelihood that a water point is 
to be functioning according to a binary definition and the likelihood that it experienced a breakdown 
in the last year or how long that breakdown was. This indicates that the enabling environment 
(including interaction effects between management variables) may play a large role in the recovery of 
a water point from a breakdown, which may not be visible when using the traditional binary definition. 
 
Metrics of Functionality 
 
Table 5 below compares the four metrics of functionality to each other. This allows us to explore 
associations between different metrics of functionality. It should be noted that this table is not 
symmetric; this is because the row represents a filter. For example, we see that 36% of rural water 
points which broke down in the two weeks preceding the survey were functioning at the time of the 
survey, while 7% of the water points which were functioning at the time of the survey had broken 
down in the preceding two weeks.  
 


























> 1 Year 
Breakdown 
Binary 
Functionality 100% 7%c 45% 14% 9% 10% 4% 2% 2% 1% 
2-Week 
Breakdown 36%d 100% 100% 16% 10% 13% 9% 8% 15% 21% 
Year 
Breakdown 74% 31% 100% 26% 17% 20% 10% 6% 8% 8% 
<3 Days 
Breakdown 93% 20% 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
3-7 Days 
Breakdown 89% 20% 100% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
One Week to 
One Month 
Breakdown 85% 21% 100% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
1-3 Months 
Breakdown 69% 30% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 
3-6 Months 
Breakdown 58% 46% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 
Six Months 
to One Year 
Breakdown 39% 60% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 
 
c This value can be interpreted as saying “7% of water points functioning at the time of survey had experienced a 
breakdown in the last two weeks” 
d In contrast, this value can be interpreted as saying “36% of water points which had experienced a breakdown in the last 




Breakdown 21% 78% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 
 
The relationships between the different metrics of functionality show that they are not 
interchangeable, highlighting the need to identify goals (and therefore definitions) of functionality 
prior to research. 
 
Univariate Regression Results 
 
Table 6, attached, presents the results of univariate regressions conducted to model the relationships 
between independent variables unrelated to water committee makeup and operations and each of the 
four metrics of functionality. As discussed above, the results are only reported if they have a p-value 
less than or equal to 0.05; in other words, results must be statistically significant to be included. 
Similarly, results are only shown if the models rely on greater than 200 observations. These power and 
significance restrictions lead me to exclude all regressions estimated for water points in Mozambique, 
Niger, Rwanda, Uganda, and Zambia, as well as all piped water systems. 
 
These results again show the importance of specifying the data subset: relationships between water 
point characteristics and functionality vary greatly depending on the geography or water point type of 
focus. For example, we see that for all water points, whether or not the water point is managed by a 
committee has no statistical effect on whether or not the water point was functioning at the time of 
survey. However, it has a significant and large effect on water points in Ethiopia, Malawi, and 
Zimbabwe. This study does not explore these contexts or why this may be the case; I am simply noting 
that aggregating the data from all countries can distort smaller-scale truths. 
 
It is interesting to note that, for all water points, while the presence of a committee appears to decrease 
the likelihood that a water point will have experienced a breakdown in the past two weeks (OR = 0.57, 
meaning the odds of a water point managed by a committee breaking down in the last two weeks are 
57% those of a water point not managed by a committee breaking down in the last two weeks), the 
same committee appears to increase the likelihood that a water point will have experienced a 
breakdown in the last year (OR = 2.37). This trend holds true for water points in Eastern and Southern 





The factor most associated with improved functionality (using any of the four metrics) is the service 
availability level. Water points with continuous water service consistently have higher likelihoods of 
functionality by any definition; the same holds true for those with scheduled water service, although 
to a lesser (albeit still large) degree. 
 
Table 7 presents the results of univariate regressions modeling the relationships between independent 
variables related to water committee makeup and operations and each of the four metrics of 
functionality. As discussed above, the results are only reported if they have a p-value less than or equal 
to 0.05, and results are only shown if the models rely on greater than 200 observations. 
 
These results show that although whether or not a water point is managed by a committee is not 
always enough in itself to have a statistical relationship with functionality, certain operations of water 
committees are highly associated with multiple metrics of functionality. For example, I see that having 
a caretaker increases likelihood that a water point will be operational on the day of the survey, and 
paying and/or training that caretaker increases that likelihood further. Similarly, having a caretaker 
and paying and/or training them reduces the length of a breakdown. The committee operation most 
strongly associated with functionality, however, is that when a committee member calls an external 
technical expert (e.g., a mechanic from a different village), that expert actually comes to the non-
operational water point. Having a reliable external expert, as shown in Table 7, results in a tripling of 
the odds that a water point will be operational on a given day, and a reduction in length of breakdowns 
by slightly more than a day.  
 
Again, however, the water point characteristic most associated with functionality (of any definition) is 
the service level. For water points managed by committee, those with continuous water service have 
the odds of being operational on any given day 25 times those of water points with inconsistent 
(unscheduled) water service. 
 
Multivariate Regression Results 
 
Table 8 presents the result of multivariate regressions modeling the relationship between independent 
variables relevant to all water points and each of the four metrics of functionality. These results are 
different than those presented in Table 6 because they allow for interaction effects among the 




These results show that when I consider multiple characteristics of water points at the same time, 
relationships I identify via univariate regression analysis weaken, sometimes significantly. For example, 
as Table 6 shows, a univariate regression relating functionality with whether or not the water point is 
managed by a committee estimates that a committee is associated with a 43% decrease in the odds a 
water point will have a breakdown in the last two weeks (OR = 0.57), or a decrease in the length of a 
breakdown by 0.1 days. However, when I model the existence of a committee with other water point 
characteristics, I see that it is no longer statistically associated with functionality by any definition (as 
shown in Table 8). 
 
As discussed above, these results include data from all twelve surveyed countries despite heterogeneity 
in country-level functionality. This is because datasets specific to each country were not large enough 
to allow me to conduct regressions with sufficient power; however, I construct a multivariate model 
for water points in Ethiopia (the largest country-specific dataset) in order to demonstrate the contrast 
between the Sub-Saharan generalization and Ethiopian results. The results of this model are presented 
in Table 9. 
 
These results further highlight the need to specify area of interest; much of what I find to be significant 
in the generalization of all twelve countries is not associated with functionality in Ethiopia. For 
example, while in general, water point type is associated with binary functionality and whether or not 
the water point broke down in the last year, in Ethiopia these relationships have no statistical 
significance. Of course, perhaps this is because the dataset of water points surveyed in Ethiopia is 
smaller than the dataset as a whole. 
 
Table 10 presents the result of multivariate regressions modeling the relationship between 
independent variables related to water point management by a committee and each of the four metrics 
of functionality. Again, these results are different than those presented in Table 7 because they allow 
for interaction effects among the independent variables.  
 
Again, I see that water service availability is consistently most strongly related with all four metrics of 
functionality.  
 
Most variables tested are associated with changes in breakdown length, and as demonstrated by the 
results of the univariate regression analysis, the responsiveness of the external technical expert (that 
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they come when called) is associated with large reductions in breakdown length. Similarly, the type of 
support (training and/or pay) that the contracted caretaker receives is again associated with reductions 
in the length of a breakdown experienced by a water point.  
 
I am unable to construct a multivariate regression analyzing relationships related to water point 
management committee makeup and operations in Ethiopia because the sample size was insufficient. 
 
Structural Equation Modeling Results 
 
The results of the structural equation modeling are shown in Figures 7-8 and Tables 11-12 below. 
Despite the evidence presented above that the context of a community is hugely important in assessing 
its water point’s functionality, this SEM analysis aggregates water points from all twelve countries 
included in the dataset. This is not ideal but is necessary because of sample size limitations; similar 
analyses should be conducted with larger datasets focusing on a specific geographic area. 
 
Figure 7 below shows the same conceptual model as presented above in Figure 5, but includes the 
strength of associations (and statistical significance of those strengths) for each relationship between 
variables. Coefficients, not odds ratios or effect sizes, are presented.  
 
 
Figure 7: Model Results for Rural Water Point Functionality (All Water Points)e 
 




In Figure 7 above, bolded paths are statistically significant, dotted paths are not statistically significant, 
and solid un-bolded paths are those which represent filter paths (e.g. path n: external technical support 
can only come if someone first calls them). 
 
Table 11: Associations of Modeled Paths in all Communities (no committee activities included) 
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These results show that a water committee does not have a direct causal effect on water point 
functionality; however, it has indirect effects on functionality through the establishment of operations 
activities including the use of an O&M plan and the calling of external technical support.   
 
As noted above, I also explore the importance of specific water management committee activities. 
The literature discusses the importance of committee management in general for rural water point 
functionality, but this study finds that the activities and makeup of the management committee can be 
more important than its simple existence, as shown in Figure 8 and Table 12 below.  
 
 
f The coefficient of association between the latent functionality variable and binary functionality is constrained to be 1. 




Figure 8: Model Results for Rural Water Point Functionality (Water Points Managed by Committee)e 
 
Table 12: Associations of Modeled Paths in Communities with Water Point Committee 
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It is interesting to note that although the existence of a water committee does not have a statistically 
significant effect on functionality, select activities of that committee (e.g., the collection of fees on a 
schedule) do have significant effects. These specific causal pathways will allow water point managers 
to determine mechanisms for increasing the functionality of their water points. 
 
Total, Direct, and Indirect Effects 
 
The coefficients (and calculable effects) presented above in Tables 11 and 12 only show the direct 
associations along pathways. They do not necessarily demonstrate the full impacts of certain factors 
on functionality. Some pathways show the direct effects of these factors on functionality, but these 
are not necessarily the total effects of the upstream variable. Table 13 below shows the total and direct 
effects of each included factor on functionality. 
 
Table 13: Total and Direct Effects (Presented as Odds Ratios) on Functionality of Water Points Managed by 
Committee 
 Direct Effect OR Total Effect OR 
Age of water point 1.00 *** 1.00 *** 
Number of households served by 
water point   1.00 * 
Distance to closest urban center 1.00 * 1.00 * 
Water point provides continuous 
service 1.21 *** 1.21 *** 
Water point is managed by 
committee 1.00  1.04 ** 
Water point has an operations and 
maintenance (O&M) plan 1.03 * 1.03 * 
Someone calls external technical 
support when needed 0.93 *** 0.98  
External technical support comes 
when called 1.06 ** 1.06 ** 
Water point has a trained, paid 
caretaker 1.03  1.04 * 
Committee holds regular meetings 1.01  1.00  
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Committee holds community 
meetings 0.99  0.99  
Committee collects repair money 
when needed 1.02  1.02  
Committee members are elected 
(rather than appointed) 1.00  1.01  
Committee has at least one 
woman as member 1.03  1.03  
Committee has at least one person 
with a disability as member 0.96  0.96  
Committee collects fees  0.96 * 1.02 * 
Committee collects fees on a 
schedule 1.08 *** 1.08 *** 
 
There are seven variables which have both a direct and total effect on functionality:  
• The age of the water point;  
• The distance to the closest urban center;  
• That the water point provides continuous service;  
• The existence of an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan; 
• That external technical support comes when called; 
• That the committee collects fees; and 
• That the committee collects fees on a schedule. 
 
There is one variable which has a direct effect on functionality, but no total effect. This factor is 
whether or not someone calls external technical support. 
 
Finally, there are three variables which, despite having no direct effect on functionality, nevertheless 
have total effects on functionality. These variables are: 
• The number of households served by the water point; 
• That the water point is managed by a committee; and 
• That the water point is served by a trained, paid caretaker. 
 
These three variables, which have no direct but significant indirect (and therefore, total) effects on 
functionality, are important components in causal pathways. For example, the existence of a paid, 
trained caretaker does not have a direct statistically significant effect on functionality. However, it does 
appear to have large effects on whether someone in the community calls external technical support in 
response to an issue and on the existence of an O&M plan, which both have a statistically significant 
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direct effect on functionality. These indirect effects, which contribute to total effects on functionality, 
can be observed through causal pathways. 
 
There are a number of pathways which involve multiple factors, all of which have statistically 
significant desirable effects on functionality. For water points managed by a committee, these 
pathways areg: 
• Water point is managed by committee → Someone calls external technical support when 
needed → External technical support comes when called → Functionality 
• Water point provides continuous service → Someone calls external technical support 
when needed → External technical support comes when called → Functionality 
• Water point is managed by committee → Water committee collects fees → Water point 
has a trained, paid caretaker → Someone calls external technical support when needed → 
External technical support comes when called → Functionality 
• Water point is managed by committee → Water committee collects fees → Water point 
has a trained, paid caretaker → Water point has an operations and maintenance plan → 
Functionality 
• Water point is managed by committee → Water point has an operations and maintenance 
plan → Functionality 
• Water point is managed by committee → Water committee collects fees → Water point 
has a trained, paid caretaker → Someone calls external technical support when needed → 
External technical support comes when called → Functionality 
 
These pathways are important to identify, because they may help communities identify causal 
mechanisms likely to increase the functionality of their rural water points. Additionally, because there 




g This list excludes the following three variables, as they are out of the community’s control: age of the water point, number 
of households served by the water point, and distance to the closest urban center 
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Size of Effects 
 
In considering the importance of certain factors on the functionality of rural water points, in addition 
to the statistical significance of effects, we must also consider the size of these effects. For example, 
that a water committee collects fees only has an odds ratio of 1.02 (a water point managed by a 
committee who collects fees has odds of functionality two percentage points higher than those of a 
water point not managed by a committee who collects fees). This is not a zero increase but may not 
be the best factor on which to focus for a community seeking to increase their rural water point’s 
functionality. The factors with statistically significant total effects on functionality are listed below, 
ranked by their total effect as presented as an odds ratioh: 
1. The water point provides continuous service (OR = 1.21) 
2. The committee collects fees on a schedule (OR = 1.08) 
3. External technical support comes when called (OR = 1.06) 
4. The water point is serviced by a paid, trained caretaker (OR = 1.04) 
5. The water point is managed by a committee (OR = 1.04) 
6. The water point has an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan (OR = 1.03) 
7. The water committee collects fees (OR = 1.02) 
 
This list could serve as a guide for communities seeking to prioritize their efforts in the pursuit of 
functionality. Of course, for communities without committees, the formation of a committee is a 
prerequisite to some of these activities. However, in communities without committees, there remain 
activities which community members may pursue in the interest of increasing their water point’s 
functionalityh: 
1. The water point provides continuous service (OR = 1.20) 
2. External technical support comes when called (OR = 1.07) 
3. The water point is serviced by a paid, trained caretaker (OR = 1.05) 
4. The water point is managed by a committee (OR = 1.03) 
5. The water point has an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan (OR = 1.03) 
 
 
h The age of the water point, the distance to the closest urban center, and the number of households served by the water 
point are not included in this list, as their effects are calculated per year, mile, and household, respectively. The magnitudes 
of their per-unit effects are thus quite small, despite being statistically significant. 
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These lists are quite similar; considerations of fee collection by the management committee are the 
only difference. 
 
Impact of Outcome Variable on SEM Results 
 
In order to assess if the results I obtain using the latent functionality variable are unique from those I 
obtain using single observed functionality metrics, I construct the model with each possible outcome 
variable: latent functionality, binary functionality, breakdown in the last two weeks, and the length of 
the most recent breakdown. I observe that the selection of the outcome variable has an impact on the 
results, as presented in Table 14 below. In Table 14, green cells signify both direct and total statistically 
significant effects on the functionality variable of interest, yellow cells signify a total but no direct 
effect on functionality, and blue cells signify a direct but no total effect on functionalityi. 
 










Age of water point 
        
Number of households served by 
water point         
Distance to closest urban center 
        
Water point provides continuous 
service         
Water point is managed by 
committee         
Water point has an operations and 
maintenance (O&M) plan         
Someone calls external technical 
support when needed         
External technical support comes 
when called         
Water point has a trained, paid 
caretaker         
Committee holds regular meetings 
        
Committee holds community 
meetings         
 
i. Black-and-white (printable) table available on request. 
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Committee collects repair money 
when needed         
Committee members are elected 
(rather than appointed)         
Committee has at least one woman 
as member         
Committee has at least one person 
with a disability as member         
Committee collects fees  
        
Committee collects fees on a 
schedule         
 
Table 14 again demonstrates the distinctions in conclusions I could draw (and therefore, 
recommendations I could make to water point managers) depending on the definition of functionality 
I model. For example, a conceptualization of functionality based only on a binary or breakdown 
length-based definition of functionality would lead me to conclude that collecting repair money when 
needed is important for functionality. However, collecting repair money is not a determinant of the 
combined definition of functionality. This is not to say that collecting repair money is not important. 
If a water committee’s goal is responsiveness to a breakdown (i.e., reducing the length of an 
experienced breakdown), collecting repair money is indeed important. However, it does not contribute 







Implications for Water Point Managers 
 
As noted above, there are seven activities or characteristics which water point managers may pursue 
with the goal of increased functionality. The most important factor, continuous service provision, may 
also be the most difficult to achieve. The water system may be limited by the source; if the quantity of 
water available from the supply is limited, continuous service may be impossible until supply is 
augmented. However, if supply augmentation or establishment of continuous service is infeasible, 
water point managers may still pursue increased likelihood of functionality. 
 
After the continuous provision of water, the determinant of functionality with the largest effect on 
functionality is that the committee collects fees on a schedule. Fee collection contributes directly to 
the employment of a paid, trained caretaker, and indirectly to the request for and responsiveness of 
external technical support, as well as the existence of an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan. All 
of these factors are also determinants of functionality, and are notably related to the operations and 
maintenance of the water point. 
 
The existence of an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan contributes to functionality, but this 
analysis does not explore the content or use of such a plan. A detailed analysis of the production and 
use of O&M plans in the management of rural water points may provide better insight into the 
mechanisms by which water point managers can leverage the plans to increase functionality. 
 
Considerations Outside of Functionality 
 
The structural equation model results presented above have important implications for rural water 
point functionality. However, they may also be used to promote other priorities of managers of water 
points. For example, a community may be interested in pursuing goals related to inclusion. The results 
presented here show that selecting water point management committee members by election (rather 
than appointment) can have significant effects on the inclusion of women and, indirectly, persons with 
disabilities, on the management committee. The inclusion of women on the management committee 
contributes to a higher likelihood that the water point management committee will meet regularly, 
and, indirectly, that the management committee will hold community meetings, ultimately including 
all community members in water point management. While these factors are not shown in this model 
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to contribute to the functionality of the water point, greater diversity within the management 
committee, more active management by the committee, and greater transparency of the committee 
with their community may all be goals of water point implementers or managers. 
 
Implications for Functionality Researchers 
 
This study highlights the need for further discussion in the rural water supply sector to develop 
universal goals for and definitions of functionality. We must consider what the goal of a study of 
functionality is and then determine the most appropriate metric of functionality is related to that goal. 
For example, if we are wondering about how the enabling environment allows communities to 
respond to water points non-functionality, perhaps the best metric of functionality would be the length 
of a breakdown. If we are wondering about the characteristics of water points broken down on any 
given day, the binary metric of functionality remains sufficient. However, this work demonstrates that 
the two definitions are not interchangeable, and should not be treated as such.  
 
Table 14 above highlights the distinctions in conclusions we may draw about total and direct effects 
based on our outcome variable representing functionality. Without a standard definition, we may 







As noted above, Whaley and Cleaver (2017) caution that the contexts in which rural water points and 
their management committees operate have a large impact on their functionality11. While this is in 
agreement with the results I found which establish that even at the country level (arguably, too high 
to truly understand context) there is wide variation, I am unable to explore the contextual nuances of 
which Whaley and Cleaver wrote. Also, the structural equation model does not make any distinctions 
by geography; future studies to develop country- or region-specific datasets should conduct similar 
analyses to explore these causal relationships within a specific context. Case studies to validate these 
findings would also be a valuable next step. 
 
This study does not explore or address rural water point abandonment. At some point in a water 
point’s life, it may be abandoned due to disuse or difficulty maintaining the water point. These issues, 
as well as all mechanisms I discuss here, could be explored qualitatively to better understand 






In the pursuit of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal for the access to safely managed 
drinking water for all, the functionality and sustainability of rural water points, in Sub-Saharan Africa 
and beyond, will be key to success. This project will add to the body of research aiming to increase 
the functionality and longevity of rural water point implementations in Sub-Saharan Africa. Only a 
few days of non-operation of a water point can lead to significant exposure to pathogens present in 
alternative unsafe water sources; maximizing functionality is minimizing risk of water borne illness.  
 
The functionality literature generally relies upon a binary definition of functionality; however, in the 
analyses I present here I use four metrics of functionality: binary functionality, whether the water point 
experienced a breakdown in the last two weeks, whether the water point experienced a breakdown in 
the last year, and the length of that breakdown. These four metrics encompass operationality as well 
as frequency and length of breakdown, and regression analyses highlight that conclusions about 
functionality would differ if we only conceptualized functionality using one metric. The structural 
equation models I present incorporate all four metrics into one combined conceptualization of 
functionality, and recommendations I make to water point managers are based on these results. 
 
Results presented here show that there are a number of actions which water point managers can take 
in order to increase the functionality of their water point. Continuous service provision, regular fee 
collection by a committee, and technical capacity consisting of external support response, a paid and 
trained caretaker, and an operations and maintenance plan all increase the odds of a rural water point’s 
functionality. These factors all have a significant total impact on functionality; however, there are also 
factors (most importantly, the involvement of a paid, trained caretaker in water point management) 
which are indirectly highly important for functionality. These indirect effects are significant because 
of the importance of the caretaker in the functionality causal pathway; the caretaker has influence on 
the existence of an operations and maintenance (O&M) plan, and the calling for and responsiveness 
of external technical support, all of which have direct effects on functionality. 
 
None of these impacts on functionality will be effectively realized without careful consideration of 
what the definition of functionality is; as this study highlights, as this definition changes, so do 
statistical relationships. It is therefore important to consider what aspect of functionality or 
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sustainability is the goal of water point implementers and managers, and maintain that idea as 
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Table 4 – Descriptive Statistics 
 


































than One Year 
Count Rate (%) Count 
Rate 
(%) 
Count Rate (%) Count Rate (%) Count 
Rate 
(%) 










Ethiopia 670 18% 459 69% 103 15% 250 37% 32 5% 28 4% 45 7% 38 6% 18 3% 34 5% 26 4% 
Ghana 519 14% 379 73% 101 19% 258 50% 55 11% 53 10% 46 9% 21 4% 10 2% 28 5% 27 5% 
Kenya 515 14% 400 78% 79 15% 238 46% 69 13% 51 10% 39 8% 27 5% 12 2% 14 3% 7 1% 
Malawi 398 11% 346 87% 48 12% 229 58% 87 22% 47 12% 45 11% 18 5% 9 2% 9 2% 10 3% 
Mali 338 9% 236 70% 52 15% 150 44% 38 11% 19 6% 30 9% 11 3% 16 5% 10 3% 19 6% 
Mozambique 207 6% 129 62% 18 9% 82 40% 17 8% 22 11% 16 8% 7 3% 5 2% 7 3% 3 1% 
Niger 184 5% 180 98% 17 9% 86 47% 32 17% 16 9% 19 10% 7 4% 2 1% 3 2% 4 2% 
Rwanda 150 4% 104 69% 7 5% 21 14% 7 5% 4 3% 4 3% 1 1% 2 1% 1 1% 1 1% 
Tanzania 235 6% 95 40% 17 7% 54 23% 12 5% 2 1% 12 5% 4 2% 3 1% 5 2% 8 3% 
Uganda 105 3% 86 82% 15 14% 50 48% 7 7% 6 6% 18 17% 10 10% 4 4% 2 2% 3 3% 
Zambia 178 5% 132 74% 19 11% 88 49% 29 16% 10 6% 24 13% 6 3% 5 3% 3 2% 7 4% 
Zimbabwe 263 7% 167 63% 41 16% 138 52% 35 13% 14 5% 32 12% 13 5% 5 2% 12 5% 21 8% 
Season 
Dry 2893 77% 2053 71% 388 13% 1264 44% 329 11% 223 8% 241 8% 118 4% 61 2% 105 4% 98 3% 
Rainy 869 23% 660 76% 129 15% 380 44% 91 10% 49 6% 89 10% 45 5% 30 3% 23 3% 38 4% 
Have 
Committee 
Yes 2664 71% 2109 79% 385 14% 1322 50% 341 13% 232 9% 274 10% 139 5% 74 3% 102 4% 87 3% 
No 1063 28% 580 55% 128 12% 313 29% 78 7% 39 4% 54 5% 23 2% 16 2% 25 2% 48 5% 
Women on 
Committee 
Yes 1726 46% 1453 84% 220 13% 905 52% 271 16% 164 10% 196 11% 88 5% 45 3% 54 3% 47 3% 




Yes 211 6% 182 86% 41 19% 135 64% 40 19% 21 10% 26 12% 20 9% 9 4% 6 3% 4 2% 




Elected 1352 36% 1135 84% 181 13% 729 54% 220 16% 118 9% 154 11% 79 6% 33 2% 54 4% 35 3% 
Appointed 518 14% 428 83% 67 13% 257 50% 68 13% 59 11% 56 11% 26 5% 17 3% 8 2% 16 3% 
Collect Fees 
Yes 1835 49% 1543 84% 258 14% 925 50% 272 15% 176 10% 185 10% 89 5% 50 3% 69 4% 41 2% 
No 1889 50% 1158 61% 244 13% 698 37% 147 8% 96 5% 143 8% 72 4% 41 2% 55 3% 84 4% 
Fee Collection 
on Schedule 
Yes 1496 40% 1273 85% 196 13% 732 49% 224 15% 140 9% 143 10% 74 5% 41 3% 47 3% 29 2% 




Yes 922 25% 794 86% 117 13% 593 64% 152 16% 111 12% 147 16% 65 7% 35 4% 36 4% 20 2% 
No 1676 45% 1267 76% 260 16% 713 43% 187 11% 117 7% 125 7% 74 4% 38 2% 66 4% 63 4% 
Community 
Meetings 
Yes 1543 41% 1295 84% 205 13% 836 54% 238 15% 156 10% 189 12% 83 5% 42 3% 51 3% 39 3% 
No 330 9% 270 82% 44 13% 143 43% 47 14% 19 6% 20 6% 21 6% 8 2% 12 4% 11 3% 
Water Point 
Type 
Piped Water 129 3% 111 86% 16 12% 47 36% 16 12% 13 10% 7 5% 2 2% 1 1% 1 1% 1 1% 
Borehole 1705 45% 1422 83% 272 16% 992 58% 239 14% 174 10% 226 13% 97 6% 49 3% 70 4% 81 5% 




687 18% 491 71% 89 13% 218 32% 45 7% 26 4% 30 4% 19 3% 21 3% 26 4% 33 5% 
Public Tap 791 21% 689 87% 113 14% 329 42% 110 14% 52 7% 58 7% 39 5% 17 2% 25 3% 17 2% 




195 5% 0 0% 13 7% 24 12% 4 2% 2 1% 5 3% 2 1% 2 1% 1 1% 2 1% 
Age of Water 
Point 
<5 Years 1308 35% 998 76% 136 10% 434 33% 124 9% 81 6% 84 6% 46 4% 18 1% 39 3% 14 1% 
5-10 Years 604 16% 479 79% 100 17% 317 52% 77 13% 51 8% 74 12% 39 6% 19 3% 19 3% 30 5% 
10-15 Years 300 8% 229 76% 43 14% 146 49% 45 15% 22 7% 21 7% 11 4% 13 4% 10 3% 15 5% 
15-20 Years 294 8% 235 80% 38 13% 149 51% 41 14% 24 8% 26 9% 17 6% 8 3% 12 4% 15 5% 
20-25 Years 199 5% 141 71% 36 18% 116 58% 26 13% 15 8% 28 14% 11 6% 5 3% 9 5% 13 7% 





2585 69% 2063 80% 195 8% 992 38% 319 12% 190 7% 217 8% 89 3% 46 2% 49 2% 33 1% 
Scheduled 
Service 
587 16% 467 80% 94 16% 309 53% 75 13% 59 10% 64 11% 37 6% 20 3% 23 4% 14 2% 
Not Scheduled 
Service 
541 14% 168 31% 208 38% 315 58% 23 4% 21 4% 46 9% 34 6% 22 4% 50 9% 82 15% 
Households 
Served 
<200 2289 61% 1759 77% 299 13% 1043 46% 277 12% 167 7% 221 10% 116 5% 57 2% 81 4% 75 3% 
>= 200 398 11% 306 77% 64 16% 179 45% 60 15% 25 6% 35 9% 14 4% 13 3% 19 5% 10 3% 
O&M Plan 
Yes 1904 51% 1537 81% 234 12% 895 47% 279 15% 164 9% 170 9% 81 4% 55 3% 52 3% 48 3% 
No 1775 47% 1133 64% 262 15% 707 40% 138 8% 105 6% 156 9% 77 4% 36 2% 70 4% 80 5% 
Caretaker 
No caretaker 1604 43% 965 60% 223 14% 587 37% 108 7% 101 6% 114 7% 57 4% 29 2% 62 4% 67 4% 
Caretaker not 
paid or trained 
708 19% 511 72% 97 14% 341 48% 88 12% 46 6% 71 10% 41 6% 22 3% 29 4% 24 3% 
Caretaker paid 
not trained 
404 11% 350 87% 47 12% 168 42% 56 14% 26 6% 30 7% 21 5% 15 4% 6 1% 11 3% 
Caretaker not 
paid but trained 
667 18% 576 86% 100 15% 374 56% 114 17% 71 11% 87 13% 26 4% 17 3% 18 3% 21 3% 
Caretaker paid 
and trained 
294 8% 258 88% 33 11% 140 48% 48 16% 26 9% 21 7% 14 5% 8 3% 8 3% 6 2% 
Calls Tech 
Support 
Yes 2303 61% 1866 81% 362 16% 1254 54% 320 14% 213 9% 270 12% 131 6% 80 3% 95 4% 76 3% 
No 1327 35% 775 58% 137 10% 358 27% 97 7% 57 4% 59 4% 31 2% 10 1% 30 2% 49 4% 
Tech Support 
Comes 
Yes 1985 53% 1648 83% 296 15% 1134 57% 307 15% 200 10% 264 13% 117 6% 70 4% 73 4% 55 3% 
No 191 5% 117 61% 53 28% 98 51% 10 5% 13 7% 5 3% 11 6% 8 4% 22 12% 14 7% 
Distance to 
Urban Center 
<1 km 3 0% 3 100% 0 0% 1 33% 0 0% 0 0% 1 33% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
1-5 km 86 2% 69 80% 18 21% 55 64% 23 27% 6 7% 7 8% 6 7% 1 1% 7 8% 4 5% 
5-20 km 478 13% 360 75% 61 13% 196 41% 60 13% 25 5% 51 11% 19 4% 8 2% 15 3% 12 3% 
20-40 km 745 20% 576 77% 97 13% 340 46% 93 12% 66 9% 68 9% 38 5% 22 3% 16 2% 17 2% 
40-60 km 527 14% 411 78% 66 13% 245 46% 65 12% 34 6% 51 10% 28 5% 17 3% 27 5% 17 3% 
60-80 km 312 8% 257 82% 36 12% 133 43% 34 11% 25 8% 23 7% 18 6% 4 1% 11 4% 10 3% 
>80 km 529 14% 382 72% 83 16% 247 47% 60 11% 35 7% 53 10% 21 4% 18 3% 24 5% 25 5% 
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Table 6 – Results of Univariate Regressions for Subsets of Water Points 
 




  Binary Functionality Breakdown in Past 2 Weeks Breakdown in Past Year Length of Breakdown 
Variable Levels Compared   OR p-value R2 n OR p-value R2 n OR p-value R2 n ES p-value R2 n 
All 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA 0.57 0.00 0.01 1617 2.37 0.00 0.03 3696 -0.10 0.00 0.00 1397 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season 0.80 0.05 0.00 3193 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -0.03 0.00 0.00 1404 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  7.55 0.00 0.25 3156 0.20 0.00 0.12 1598 0.78 0.04 0.02 3683 -0.81 0.00 0.10 1384 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  26.47 0.00 0.25 3156 0.11 0.00 0.12 1598 0.43 0.00 0.02 3683 -1.13 0.00 0.10 1384 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 0.99 0.01 0.00 2737 NA NA NA NA 1.02 0.00 0.01 3074 0.00 0.00 0.00 1212 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.01 0.01 1376 NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 1224 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) 0.99 0.00 0.01 3177 NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.00 0.00 3709 0.00 0.00 0.01 1398 
Water Point Type 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA 0.41 0.04 0.01 1594 5.07 0.00 0.06 3477 NA NA NA NA 
Borehole vs. Surface water 0.70 0.00 0.00 3193 0.29 0.00 0.01 1594 9.89 0.00 0.06 3477 NA NA NA NA 
Piped water vs. Surface water NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.01 0.00 0.06 3477 -0.78 0.00 0.02 1379 
Other improved water source 
vs. Surface water 0.67 0.01 0.00 3193 NA NA NA NA 3.31 0.00 0.06 3477 0.52 0.00 0.02 1379 
Ethiopia 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee 1.84 0.02 0.01 590 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season 0.59 0.01 0.01 601 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  5.52 0.00 0.13 585 0.24 0.00 0.09 232 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  12.39 0.00 0.13 585 0.15 0.00 0.09 232 0.21 0.00 0.07 643 NA NA NA NA 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA 1.01 0.02 0.02 217 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Ghana 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.66 0.00 0.01 515 -0.53 0.00 0.01 213 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  35.95 0.00 0.39 489 0.02 0.00 0.38 257 0.47 0.02 0.04 516 -1.36 0.00 0.15 212 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  104.72 0.00 0.39 489 0.01 0.00 0.38 257 0.25 0.00 0.04 516 -1.30 0.00 0.15 212 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.04 0.00 0.03 457 NA NA NA NA 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) 0.98 0.00 0.05 490 1.01 0.00 0.03 258 NA NA NA NA 0.01 0.00 0.03 213 
Water Point Type 
Borehole vs. Surface water NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.15 0.00 0.14 213 
Piped water vs. Surface water NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -0.58 0.00 0.14 213 
Other improved water source 
vs. Surface water NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.91 0.00 0.14 213 
Kenya 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.17 0.00 0.03 510 NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  2.62 0.03 0.05 439 NA NA NA NA 1.81 0.05 0.01 512 -0.46 0.00 0.01 212 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  4.27 0.00 0.05 439 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -0.21 0.00 0.01 212 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.03 0.00 0.03 468 NA NA NA NA 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.01 0.01 0.01 513 0.00 0.00 0.00 212 
Water Point Type 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 5.53 0.00 0.06 497 0.31 0.01 0.09 208 
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Borehole vs. Unimproved 
water source 0.42 0.03 0.02 440 0.09 0.04 0.03 230 12.55 0.00 0.06 497 1.05 0.00 0.09 208 
Piped water vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.06 0.02 0.06 497 -0.38 0.00 0.09 208 
Other improved water source 
vs. Unimproved water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.00 0.09 208 
Malawi 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee 5.31 0.02 0.03 368 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  NA NA NA NA 0.18 0.04 0.14 222 NA NA NA NA -1.95 0.00 0.13 210 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  37.37 0.00 0.31 360 0.11 0.00 0.14 222 0.45 0.01 0.02 384 -1.20 0.00 0.13 210 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 0.96 0.04 0.03 346 1.04 0.01 0.03 212 1.06 0.00 0.04 370 0.00 0.00 0.00 202 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.01 211 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.99 0.01 0.01 390 0.00 0.00 0.01 212 
Water Point Type 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 7.80 0.02 0.02 390 -2.05 0.00 0.03 214 
Borehole vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.47 0.00 0.02 390 -1.05 0.00 0.03 214 
Piped water vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -4.52 0.00 0.03 214 
Other improved water source 




Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  102.00 0.00 0.75 293 NA NA NA NA 0.35 0.01 0.03 333 NA NA NA NA 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  2448.00 0.00 0.75 293 NA NA NA NA 0.32 0.00 0.03 333 NA NA NA NA 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 0.95 0.00 0.06 265 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Water Point Type 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 8.61 0.04 0.07 311 NA NA NA NA 
Borehole vs. Surface water 0.21 0.00 0.07 294 NA NA NA NA 22.59 0.00 0.07 311 NA NA NA NA 
Other improved water source 
vs. Surface water NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 12.75 0.05 0.07 311 NA NA NA NA 
Tanzania 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.64 0.01 0.03 233 NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.27 0.00 0.07 230 NA NA NA NA 
Zimbabwe 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee 4.90 0.00 0.06 208 NA NA NA NA 5.43 0.00 0.09 263 NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  23.95 0.00 0.30 207 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.03 0.00 0.03 235 NA NA NA NA 
Distance to Urban 




Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA 0.65 0.03 0.01 595 2.08 0.00 0.02 1637 0.09 0.00 0.00 507 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season 0.48 0.00 0.02 1358 NA NA NA NA 1.34 0.02 0.00 1656 NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  3.14 0.00 0.11 1333 0.37 0.00 0.03 580 NA NA NA NA -0.63 0.00 0.05 497 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  9.34 0.00 0.11 1333 0.33 0.00 0.03 580 0.40 0.00 0.04 1627 -0.79 0.00 0.05 497 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.01 0.02 0.00 1402 0.00 0.00 0.00 465 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.03 0.01 512 NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 451 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 510 
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Water Point Type 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 3.31 0.00 0.04 1500 0.77 0.00 0.04 500 
Borehole vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA 0.17 0.00 0.04 586 4.74 0.00 0.04 1500 1.00 0.00 0.04 500 
Piped water vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.16 0.02 0.04 1500 NA NA NA NA 
Other improved water source 




Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee 4.31 0.00 0.05 868 0.40 0.00 0.02 533 4.31 0.00 0.06 1033 -0.24 0.00 0.00 476 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  12.39 0.00 0.28 859 0.17 0.00 0.09 528 NA NA NA NA -0.52 0.00 0.09 472 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  28.58 0.00 0.28 859 0.16 0.00 0.09 528 0.54 0.00 0.01 1024 -1.12 0.00 0.09 472 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 0.96 0.00 0.06 660 1.02 0.05 0.01 411 1.02 0.00 0.02 748 0.01 0.00 0.01 368 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.01 0.01 884 0.00 0.00 0.01 438 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 474 
Water Point Type 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 14.58 0.00 0.07 979 -1.26 0.00 0.02 472 
Borehole vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 18.85 0.00 0.07 979 -0.44 0.00 0.02 472 
Piped water vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 6.25 0.03 0.07 979 -2.96 0.00 0.02 472 
Other improved water source 




Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.37 0.03 0.00 1026 -0.08 0.00 0.00 414 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season 2.03 0.00 0.02 966 0.65 0.03 0.01 491 NA NA NA NA -0.35 0.00 0.01 416 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  40.10 0.00 0.47 964 0.05 0.00 0.34 490 0.48 0.00 0.03 1032 -1.34 0.00 0.18 415 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  152.84 0.00 0.47 964 0.02 0.00 0.34 490 0.29 0.00 0.03 1032 -1.42 0.00 0.18 415 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 0.98 0.01 0.01 871 NA NA NA NA 1.02 0.00 0.01 924 0.01 0.00 0.01 379 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 335 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) 0.99 0.00 0.03 955 1.01 0.01 0.01 489 NA NA NA NA 0.01 0.00 0.03 414 
Water Point Type 
 
Public Tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 15.75 0.01 0.06 998 -1.82 0.00 0.08 407 
Borehole vs. Unimproved 
water source 0.28 0.00 0.05 966 NA NA NA NA 39.29 0.00 0.06 998 -1.60 0.00 0.08 407 
Piped water vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -2.27 0.00 0.08 407 
Other improved water source 
vs. Unimproved water source 0.25 0.00 0.05 966 NA NA NA NA 22.11 0.00 0.06 998 -0.20 0.00 0.08 407 
Public Tap 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -0.08 0.00 0.00 300 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.30 0.00 0.01 301 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  5.63 0.00 0.18 767 0.27 0.00 0.04 314 NA NA NA NA -1.15 0.00 0.10 292 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  23.05 0.00 0.18 767 0.21 0.00 0.04 314 0.54 0.02 0.02 769 -1.29 0.00 0.10 292 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 1.04 0.04 0.01 716 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.03 0.02 269 NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 251 
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Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) NA NA NA NA 0.99 0.00 0.02 326 NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 301 
Borehole 
Have Committee 
Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee 1.84 0.00 0.01 1685 0.46 0.00 0.01 981 NA NA NA NA -0.31 0.00 0.01 851 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  11.71 0.00 0.34 1679 0.08 0.00 0.20 975 0.61 0.02 0.02 1676 -0.56 0.00 0.11 846 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  42.89 0.00 0.34 1679 0.06 0.00 0.20 975 0.38 0.00 0.02 1676 -1.16 0.00 0.11 846 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) 0.98 0.00 0.01 1434 1.01 0.05 0.00 832 1.06 0.00 0.06 1436 0.00 0.00 0.00 727 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.00 0.02 0.00 1439 NA NA NA NA 
Distance to Urban 





Have vs. Don't Have 
Committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 2.13 0.00 0.02 673 NA NA NA NA 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season 0.48 0.00 0.02 589 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  2.40 0.01 0.18 584 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  13.88 0.00 0.18 584 0.26 0.00 0.07 211 0.25 0.00 0.06 675 NA NA NA NA 
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    Binary Functionality Breakdown in Past 2 Weeks Breakdown in Past Year Length of Breakdown 




Water Point Type 
Public tap vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 3.08 0.00 0.03 2562 NA NA NA NA 
Borehole vs. Unimproved 
water source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 9.64 0.00 0.04 2615 -0.95 0.00 0.03 1150 
Piped vs. Unimproved water 
source NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 4.18 0.00 0.04 2615 -1.64 0.00 0.03 1150 
Other improved vs. 
Unimproved water source 0.66 0.026 0.00 2463 NA NA NA NA 3.84 0.00 0.04 2615 -0.33 0.00 0.03 1150 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.04 0.00 0.03 2290 0.00 0.01 0.00 1005 
Number of 
Households (per additional household) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 1047 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled  7.82 0.000 0.23 2439 0.19 0.00 0.13 1296 0.67 0.01 0.02 2615 -0.80 0.00 0.10 1146 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled  25.05 0.000 0.23 2439 0.10 0.00 0.13 1296 0.42 0.00 0.02 2615 -1.15 0.00 0.10 1146 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) 0.99 0.003 0.00 2452 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.00 0.00 0.00 1157 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.81 0.02 0.00 2643 -0.05 0.00 0.00 1162 
Woman on Committee 
Have vs. Don't have woman 
on committee 1.68 0.038 0.00 1745 0.53 0.01 0.01 980 NA NA NA NA -0.36 0.00 0.01 889 
Person with disability 
on committee 
Have vs. Don't have person 
with disability on committee NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.68 0.00 0.00 1853 -0.08 0.00 0.00 884 
Committee members 
elected 
Committee members elected 
vs. appointed NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.32 0.00 0.01 892 
Committee collects 
fees 
Committee does vs. doesn't 
collect fees 1.45 0.001 0.01 2450 NA NA NA NA 1.39 0.00 0.00 2627 -0.15 0.00 0.00 1158 
Committee collects 
fees on a schedule 
Committee does vs. doesn't 
collect fees on a schedule NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 0.67 0.00 0.00 1503 -0.32 0.00 0.01 734 
Committee hosts 
community meetings 
Committee does vs. doesn't 
host community meeting NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 1.50 0.00 0.00 1859 -0.23 0.00 0.00 886 
Committee has O&M 
plan 
Committee does vs. doesn't 
have O&M plan 2.26 0.000 0.02 2428 0.65 0.00 0.01 1296 1.21 0.01 0.00 2607 -0.51 0.00 0.03 1152 
Caretaker paid/trained 
Caretaker not paid or trained 
vs. No caretaker 1.43 0.028 0.02 2446 0.62 0.01 0.01 1304 1.47 0.00 0.01 2623 -0.13 0.00 0.03 1153 
Caretaker paid but not trained 
vs. No caretaker 1.93 0.001 0.02 2446 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -0.34 0.00 0.03 1153 
Caretaker not paid but trained 
vs. No caretaker 2.07 0.000 0.02 2446 0.64 0.00 0.01 1304 1.64 0.00 0.01 2623 -0.56 0.00 0.03 1153 
Caretaker paid and trained vs. 
No caretaker 2.39 0.000 0.02 2446 0.57 0.02 0.01 1304 NA NA NA NA -0.49 0.00 0.03 1153 
Committee collects 
repair money  
Committee collects repair 
money vs. Doesn't collect  1.64 0.000 0.01 2404 0.43 0.00 0.03 1299 2.43 0.00 0.03 2583 -0.24 0.00 0.01 1153 
Committee calls 
external technical 
support when needed 
Committee calls external 
technical support vs. Doesn't 
call NA NA NA NA 0.73 0.03 0.00 1295 2.50 0.00 0.03 2572 0.07 0.00 0.00 1155 
When called, external 
technical support 
comes 
External technical support 
comes when called vs. 
Doesn't come 3.03 0.000 0.02 1612 0.24 0.00 0.03 996 NA NA NA NA -1.04 0.00 0.05 904 
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Table 8 – Multivariate Regression Results for Water Points in All Countries 
 
Dataset Variable Levels Compared 
Binary Functionality Breakdown in Last 2 Weeks 
Breakdown in Last 
Year Length of Breakdown  
OR p-value OR p-value OR p-value ES p-value 
All water 
points 
Intercept  1.581 0.012 2.355 0.000 0.160 0.000 3.550 0.000 
Have Committee Have vs. Don't Have Committee #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA NA NA 
Water Point Type 
Public tap vs. Unimproved water source #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 5.134 0.000 1.106 0.000 
Borehole vs. Unimproved water source 0.583 0.001 #VALUE! NA 9.491 0.000 1.144 0.000 
Piped water vs. Unimproved water source 0.782 0.448 #VALUE! NA 3.719 0.000 0.241 0.000 
Other improved water source vs. 
Unimproved water source 0.525 0.001 #VALUE! NA 2.959 0.000 1.482 0.000 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 1.031 0.000 0.003 0.000 
Number of Households (per additional household) #VALUE!  1.001 0.007 #VALUE! NA 0.000 0.000 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled water service 6.366 0.000 0.246 0.000 0.719 0.029 -0.733 0.000 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled water service 27.292 0.000 0.122 0.000 0.361 0.000 -1.075 0.000 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) 0.992 0.000 #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 0.003 0.000 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.024 0.020 
 R2 = 0.259 0.118 0.097 0.116 
  n =  3140 1353 2897 1046 
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Table 9 – Multivariate Regression Results for Water Points in Ethiopia 
 
Dataset Variable Levels Compared 
Binary Functionality 
Breakdown in Last 2 
Weeks 
Breakdown in Last 
Year Length of Breakdown  




Intercept  0.612 0.034 1.890 0.093 1.023 0.931 2.172 0.000 
Have Committee Have vs. Don't Have Committee #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA NA NA 
Water Point Type 
Public tap vs. Unimproved water source #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 3.830 0.000 
Borehole vs. Unimproved water source #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 3.534 0.000 
Piped water vs. Unimproved water source #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 3.872 0.000 
Other improved water source vs. 
Unimproved water source #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 3.576 0.000 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.043 0.000 
Number of Households (per additional household) #VALUE! NA 1.005 0.046 #VALUE! NA -0.002 0.000 
Water Service 
Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled water service 5.517 0.000 0.195 0.000 0.560 0.023 -0.680 0.000 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled water service 12.386 0.000 0.135 0.000 0.178 0.000 -1.225 0.000 
Distance to Urban 
Center (per additional km) #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.003 0.000 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.771 0.000 
  R
2 =  0.130 0.114 0.085 0.218 




j Note that this sample size is less than the minimum of n = 200 which I specified; however, I present results to allow for comparisons between results analyzing Ethiopian water points 
and those analyzing all twelve countries in aggregate. 
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Table 10 – Multivariate Regression Results for Water Points in All Countries Managed by a Water Committee 
 
Dataset Variable Levels Compared 
Binary Functionality Breakdown in Last 2 Weeks Breakdown in Last Year 
Length of 
Breakdown  






Intercept  0.455 0.018 2.831 0.005 0.341 0.020 2.371 0.000 
 
Public tap vs. Surface water #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 2.945 0.018 3.557 0.000 
Borehole vs. Surface water 0.485 0.002 #VALUE! NA 4.992 0.000 3.462 0.000 
Piped water vs. Surface water 0.712 0.531 #VALUE! NA 1.616 0.382 2.790 0.000 
Other improved water source vs. Surface 
water 0.532 0.024 #VALUE! NA 1.626 0.293 2.862 0.000 
Age of Water Point (per additional year) #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 1.038 0.000 0.016 0.000 
Number of Households (per additional household) #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 0.000 0.000 
Water Service Availability 
Scheduled vs. Unscheduled water service 6.169 0.000 0.303 0.000 1.061 0.790 -0.536 0.000 
Continuous vs. Unscheduled water 
service 25.897 0.000 0.168 0.000 0.488 0.000 -0.673 0.000 
Distance to Urban Center (per additional km) #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 0.004 0.000 
Season Rainy vs. Dry season #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.071 0.002 
Woman on Committee 
Have vs. Don't have woman on 
committee #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.237 0.000 
Person with disability on 
committee 
Have vs. Don't have person with 
disability on committee #VALUE! NA 1.687 0.040 1.750 0.001 NA NA 
Committee members 
elected 
Committee members elected vs. 
appointed #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA 0.344 0.000 
Committee collects fees Committee does vs. doesn't collect fees #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA NA NA 
Committee collects fees on 
a schedule 
Committee does vs. doesn't collect fees 
on a schedule #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.234 0.000 
Committee hosts 
community meetings 
Committee does vs. doesn't host 
community meeting #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.299 0.000 
Committee has O&M plan 
Committee does vs. doesn't have O&M 
plan 1.905 0.000 #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.112 0.000 
Caretaker paid/trained 
Caretaker not paid or trained vs. No 
caretaker #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.311 0.000 
Caretaker paid but not trained vs. No 
caretaker #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.331 0.000 
Caretaker not paid but trained vs. No 
caretaker #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.578 0.000 
Caretaker paid and trained vs. No 
caretaker #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA -0.413 0.000 
Committee collects repair 
money when needed 
Committee collects repair money vs. 
Doesn't collect  #VALUE! NA 0.598 0.007 #VALUE! NA 0.185 0.000 
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Committee calls external 
technical support when 
needed 
Committee calls external technical 
support vs. Doesn't call #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA #VALUE! NA NA NA 
When called, external 
technical support comes 
External technical support comes when 
called vs. Doesn't come 2.010 0.007 0.455 0.023 #VALUE! NA -1.381 0.000 
 R
2 = 0.252 0.096 0.081 0.294 
 n =  1581 722 1560 353 
 




WV 14: Water point and Community Survey Rwanda
0.0 Metadata















0.02 [For Enumerator] 1st Administrative District
0.03 [For Enumerator] 2nd Administrative District
0.04 [For Enumerator] 3rd Administrative District
Hint: Capitalize first letter only
[For Enumerator] 4th Administrative District
Hint: Capitalize first letter only
0.05 [For Enumerator] Community/Village
Hint: Capitalize first letter only
8/2/2018 mWater Portal
https://portal.mwater.co/#/forms/ff683cc2f122434dbfed4efe07f5da55 2/30
0.06 [For Enumerator] Cluster/Enumeration Area Number (From Census List)














0.9 [For Enumerator] Enumerator name
0.11 Telephone number (if obtained)
☐ Not Applicable
0.12 Is a community leader or water committee member available for the interview?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 0.12 Is a community leader or water committee member available for the interview? is No:
0.13 Why is the water committee member of community leader not available?
◯ Not at meeting place
◯ No eligible respondent available
◯ Other (please specify) 
8/2/2018 mWater Portal
https://portal.mwater.co/#/forms/ff683cc2f122434dbfed4efe07f5da55 3/30
If 0.12 Is a community leader or water committee member available for the interview? is No:
0.14 Notes for best time to return
0.15 GPS of water point
0.16 Name of the survey respondent
If 0.12 Is a community leader or water committee member available for the interview? is Yes:
0.12 What is your position in the community related to water?
◯ Chair or president of water committee
◯ Other executive member of water committee - (e.g. secretary, treasurer)
◯ Other water committee member
◯ Water point caretaker
◯ Community leader
◯ Community member
◯ Other (please specify) 
0.18 For Enumerator: Has informed consent been obtained?
◯ Yes
◯ No
0.19 [For enumerator] Is this the first water point of the community being surveyed?
◯ Yes
◯ No
WV-UNC Water Point Evaluation Form
Instructions: All water points in the Clusters will be visited. The WaSH or Water Committee that
manages each water point surveyed will be identified so that this survey can be completed by a
president, chairman or member of the committee. If no Water/WaSH committee is present, an
operator or community leader who knows a lot about the water point can be interviewed about
the water point. GPS coordinates for each water point should be recorded.
8/2/2018 mWater Portal
https://portal.mwater.co/#/forms/ff683cc2f122434dbfed4efe07f5da55 4/30
1. General community characteristics
1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
1.02. What is the distance from your community to the district capital?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:









◯ Other (please specify) 
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
1.03. How long does it take to go to your district capital?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
Has it rained in the past 2 days in this community?
☐ Yes, yesterday





1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes and 1.04. Is this water point managed by
a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.0. Water/ WaSH Committees
If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.01. How many active people/members serve on the water/ WaSH Committee? 
Hint: Active members are those who regularly participate in WaSH Committee activities
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.02. Does (did) the Water/WaSH committee contain at least one woman?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 2.02. Does (did) the Water/WaSH committee contain at least one woman? is Yes:












☐ Decline to state




If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.04. Does (did) the Water/WaSH committee contain at least one person with a disability? 
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 2.04. Does (did) the Water/WaSH committee contain at least one person with a disability?  is Yes:
2.04b. How many persons with disabilities are on the Water/WaSH committee?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.05. When was the last time the Water/ WaSH committee met?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.06. Does the Water/ WaSH  committee ever hold meetings with the community?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 2.06. Does the Water/ WaSH  committee ever hold meetings with the community? is Yes:
2.07a When was the last time that the Water/ WaSH  committee held a community meeting?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 2.06. Does the Water/ WaSH  committee ever hold meetings with the community? is Yes:





If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.08. What activities has the Water/ WaSH  committee done in the past year? (Do not prompt.
Check boxes next to all categories mentioned by respondent.)
☐ Education or Advocacy
☐ Fee Collection
☐ Technical (maintenance or repairs)
☐ Community mobilization
☐ Contact external support
☐ Conflict resolution




☐ Decline to state
☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Cleaning
☐ Fundraising
If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
2.09. Were Water/WaSH committee members elected or appointed? 
◯ Elected
◯ Appointed
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
3. ACCESS TO SAFE WATER
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3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.)
◯ Piped water into dwelling
◯ Piped water into yard
◯ Public tap
◯ Borehole (with handpump/pump)
◯ Protected dug well (closed)
◯ Protected dug well with handpump
◯ Unprotected dug well (open)
◯ Protected spring (closed)
◯ Unprotected spring (open)
◯ Rainwater collection
◯ Water-selling cart or truck
◯ Surface water
◯ Bottled water or sachet
◯ Other (please specify) 
◯ Water pan
◯ Rock catchment






☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
3.03. Take a picture of water point (Do not include people in this photo. Include water point id








☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ None
☐ Don't Know




◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.07. Does the water point have continuous water service availability? (24 hours per day per year) is No:
Does the water point have only seasonal service?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If Does the water point have only seasonal service? is Yes:
Does the water point have continuous water service (24 hours/day) during the season when the
water point is available for use?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.07. Does the water point have continuous water service availability? (24 hours per day per year) is No:
3.08. Does the water point have a scheduled water service?








If 0.01 [For Enumerator] Country isn't one of India, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Honduras:
How much time has passed since the last time this water point was used?
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into dwelling, Piped water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well with
handpump, Rainwater collection and 0.01 [For Enumerator] Country isn't one of India, Tanzania, Honduras,
Zimbabwe:
Scan the barcode of the 1L bottle (only fill this bottle once per cluster)
Hint: Fill this bottle all the way with the first water that comes out of the water point.
☐ Not Applicable
If Scan the barcode of the 1L bottle (only fill this bottle once per cluster) is Not Applicable:
Take a picture of the barcode of the 1L bottle (only fill this bottle once per cluster)
Hint: Fill this bottle all the way with the first water that comes out of the water point.
☐ Not Applicable
If Scan the barcode of the 1L bottle (only fill this bottle once per cluster) is Not Applicable:
Enter the barcode number
☐ Not Applicable
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into dwelling, Piped water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well with
handpump, Protected spring (closed):
3.09. [For enumerator] Is the water point functioning? Ask to conduct flow test.
Hint: Functional means that water is coming out of the water point
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Borehole
(with handpump/pump), Protected dug well with handpump:




If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Borehole
(with handpump/pump), Protected dug well with handpump:
3.09b. Record number of pump strokes required to fill the 20 liter container 
Hint: Stop after 50 strokes; record 999 if greater than 50
☐ Not Applicable
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into dwelling, Piped water into yard, Public tap, Protected spring (closed):
3.09a. [timer question] Record the time required to fill the 20 liter container: 
Hint: Stop after 10 minutes
☐ Not Applicable
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into dwelling, Piped water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected spring (closed):
[For enumerator] Take a picture of the water point with water coming out. If it is non-functional,
take a picture of the water point.




If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
8.01a. Scan the barcode of the microbial sample 
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.01a. Scan the barcode of the microbial sample  is Not Applicable:
Take a picture of the sample barcode
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
8.01b Enter the barcode number




If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
[For enumerator] Are you taking a microbial sample duplicate?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For enumerator] Are you taking a microbial sample duplicate? is Yes:
8.01a. Scan the barcode of the microbial sample duplicate
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.01a. Scan the barcode of the microbial sample duplicate is Not Applicable:
Take a picture of the sample barcode
If [For enumerator] Are you taking a microbial sample duplicate? is Yes:
8.01b Enter the barcode number
Hint: You may enter NA if the barcode scanned properly
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
[For enumerator] Are you taking a microbial sample blank?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For enumerator] Are you taking a microbial sample blank? is Yes:
8.01a. Scan the barcode of the microbial sample blank
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.01a. Scan the barcode of the microbial sample blank is Not Applicable:
Take a picture of the sample barcode
If [For enumerator] Are you taking a microbial sample blank? is Yes:
8.01b Enter the barcode number




If 3.09. [For enumerator] Is the water point functioning? Ask to conduct flow test. is No:
3.10. What are the main reasons why the water point is non-functional? (Check those
mentioned; multiple answers allowed)
☐ Financial
☐ Fee Collection




☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.09. [For enumerator] Is the water point functioning? Ask to conduct flow test. is No:
3.11. How long has the water point been non-functional?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
3.12. Has the water point broken down in the past year?




◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.12. Has the water point broken down in the past year? is Yes:
3.13. Has this water point had a breakdown in the past two weeks?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.12. Has the water point broken down in the past year? is Yes:









◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 3.15. Are there people in your community who do not have access to or cannot afford to use this water point? is
Yes:
3.16. What do these people do to get water? (Check box next to the appropriate category.)
☐ Get water from a neighbor
☐ Get water from a different improved water point (protected well or spring,
rainwater, piped system, or borehole)
☐ Use an unimproved water point (unprotected well or spring, surface water, or
vendor)
☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
3.17. Can people with limited mobility use the water point to collect water by themselves?    
Hint: This means people don’t need help getting to the water point or drawing water and there is no




If 3.17. Can people with limited mobility use the water point to collect water by themselves?     is No:
3.18. What are the reasons why the water point is not used by people with reduced mobility?
☐ Water point is far from homes
☐ Path to water point is difficult to navigate
☐ Well walls are too high
☐ Water taps or pumps are too high
☐ Water pump handle is too heavy
☐ People with reduced mobility are embarrassed to fetch water at the water point
☐ Other community members disapprove
☐ Decline to state




4. WATER SYSTEM SUSTAINABILITY




4.02. How many households use(d) this water point?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
4.02a. How many households are (were) registered users of the water point?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 4.02a. How many households are (were) registered users of the water point? is one of Don't Know, Not
Applicable:
4.02b Is there a record book for registered users that can be viewed?
◯ Yes
◯ No record book available, number is an estimate
☐ Not Applicable
If 4.02b Is there a record book for registered users that can be viewed? is Yes:




If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Borehole
(with handpump/pump), Protected dug well with handpump:
4.03. What type of hand pump is present? (Check box next to the appropriate category.)
☐ Afridev













☐ India Mark III
☐ India Mark IV
☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Don't Know
4.04. Does (did) the water point have a fee collection system?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 4.04. Does (did) the water point have a fee collection system? is Yes:
4.04a. Is (was) the water fee collected on a regular schedule?
◯ Yes
◯ No




If 4.04. Does (did) the water point have a fee collection system? is Yes:
4.04b. How  many households in the community paid a water fee the last time it was collected?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 4.04. Does (did) the water point have a fee collection system? is Yes:
4.04c. What is (was) the price of water? (ex. per jerrycan, per liter, per month, etc.)
Hint: Answer should be reported in the standard currency for this country
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.04. Is this water point managed by a water/WaSH committee? is Yes:
4.05.The last time this water point broke down, did the water committee collect additional
money from community members to cover the cost of repairs?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
4.06. In some communities, water users will make non-monetary contributions to help keep
water facilities running. Do you know of one or more community members who have
contributed the following: [Read answer choices and choose all that apply]
☐ Communal labor (ex: farming)
☐ Donate goods or livestock (ex: shea nuts, maize, bowl of rice)
☐ Fundraising activities
☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
4.07. Does (did) your community have sufficient funds to support operations and maintenance? 
◯ Yes
◯ No




If 4.07. Does (did) your community have sufficient funds to support operations and maintenance?  is Yes:
4.08. How much money do you currently have for supporting operations and maintenance?
Hint: Answer should be reported in the standard currency for this country
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
4.09. How far away are (were) the materials you use for water point repairs (ex. spare parts,
tools, etc.)? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) 
☐ Accessible within the community
☐ 0-20 km away
☐ >20 km away
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:




4.11 Do you call someone to assess or fix the water point if there is (was) a technical problem
that cannot be fixed on this water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 4.11 Do you call someone to assess or fix the water point if there is (was) a technical problem that cannot be
fixed on this water point? is Yes:





If 4.11 Do you call someone to assess or fix the water point if there is (was) a technical problem that cannot be
fixed on this water point? is Yes:
4.13. Did the person come the last time you called? 
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
4.14. Is (was) there a sufficient amount of water from the water point available to your




◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
4.15.Does (did) your community have a plan for operation and maintenance of the water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
4.16. Is (was) there at least one operator or caretaker for this water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 4.16. Is (was) there at least one operator or caretaker for this water point? is Yes:








If 4.16. Is (was) there at least one operator or caretaker for this water point? is Yes:
4.18. Is (was) the operator/caretaker paid?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 4.18. Is (was) the operator/caretaker paid? is Yes:
4.19. How much is (was) she/he paid per month? 
Hint: Answer in standard currency for this country
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 4.16. Is (was) there at least one operator or caretaker for this water point? is Yes:
4.20. How many hours does  (did) the operator or caretaker work each month?
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
5. DIRECT OBSERVATION FOR SUBSEQUENT QUESTIONS
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:
5.01. DIRECT OBSERVATION Is there a latrine within 10 meters of the water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:
5.02. DIRECT OBSERVATION Is the nearest latrine on higher ground than the water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:






If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:




If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:




If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:
5.06.DIRECT OBSERVATION Is there an open sewer, gutter, or discharge pipe receiving sewage
within 10 meters of the water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Protected spring
(closed), Unprotected dug well (open), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:




If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into yard, Public tap, Borehole (with handpump/pump), Protected dug well (closed) , Unprotected dug well
(open), Protected spring (closed), Unprotected spring (open), Surface water:
5.08. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a cement/concrete floor or slab?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.08. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a cement/concrete floor or slab? is Yes:






If 5.08. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a cement/concrete floor or slab? is Yes:
5.10. DIRECT OBSERVATION Are there visible cracks on the cement floor around the water
point that could allow water to penetrate? 
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.08. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a cement/concrete floor or slab? is Yes:
5.11. [Direct observation] Does the water point have cement walls?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.11. [Direct observation] Does the water point have cement walls? is Yes:
5.12. DIRECT OBSERVATION Are there any cracks in the walls of the water point that could
allow water to penetrate?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.11. [Direct observation] Does the water point have cement walls? is Yes:
5.13. DIRECT OBSERVATION Do the walls of the water point's concrete pad extend below the
surface of the ground at all points?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.08. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a cement/concrete floor or slab? is Yes:
5.14. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a full cement/concrete apron?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.08. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a cement/concrete floor or slab? is Yes:
5.15. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a drainage channel?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 5.15. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a drainage channel? is Yes:






If 5.15. DIRECT OBSERVATION Does the water point have a drainage channel? is Yes:
5.17. DIRECT OBSERVATION Is the drainage channel blocked in any way that could cause it to
fill with stagnant water?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is Borehole (with
handpump/pump):
5.18. DIRECT OBSERVATION Are the above-ground parts of the water point hardware loose at
the point of attachment to base (which could permit water to enter the casing)?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is Borehole (with
handpump/pump):
5.19. DIRECT OBSERVATION Is the base of the water point adequately sealed to the concrete
pad, so that water cannot enter into the borehole?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into dwelling, Piped water into yard, Public tap:
5.20. DIRECT OBSERVATION Are there signs of leaks in the mains pipes feeding this system?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 3.01. [Observe] What type of water point is this? (Check box next to the appropriate category.) is one of Piped
water into dwelling, Piped water into yard, Public tap:
5.21. DIRECT OBSERVATION Are pipes exposed within 10 m of this water point?
◯ Yes
◯ No
5.22. Are there any other water points in your community?  (If surveys have not been facilitated
around these water points, move to these water points when the interview is over).
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
[ASK] Will you be willing to answer a few questions about sanitation in your community?
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If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
6. ACCESS TO SANITATION
6.01. Has community-led total sanitation (CLTS) or another community-led sanitation promotion
program triggering been performed in this community?
Hint: Triggering events often include a sanitation walk, defecation mapping, shit calculations, F-
diagram, water or food and feces exercises, etc.
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 6.01. Has community-led total sanitation (CLTS) or another community-led sanitation promotion program
triggering been performed in this community? is Yes:
6.02. On what date was the first community-led total sanitation (CLTS) trigger activity performed
here?
Hint: Use Gregorian calendar
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 6.01. Has community-led total sanitation (CLTS) or another community-led sanitation promotion program
triggering been performed in this community? is Yes:




☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 6.01. Has community-led total sanitation (CLTS) or another community-led sanitation promotion program
triggering been performed in this community? is Yes:
6.04. Has your community been certified open defecation free (ODF)?
◯ Yes
◯ No




If 6.04. Has your community been certified open defecation free (ODF)? is Yes:
6.05. On what day was the community certified ODF? 
Hint: use Gregorian calendar
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 6.01. Has community-led total sanitation (CLTS) or another community-led sanitation promotion program
triggering been performed in this community? is Yes:
6.06. How many latrines have been constructed since triggering of CLTS? 
☐ Don't Know
☐ Not Applicable
If 1.01. [For enumerator] Is this your first interview with the respondent? is Yes:
7. Prior NGO intervention
7.01. Have there been prior projects in this community that were sponsored, supported, or
implemented by an external organization in the past 12 months?
◯ Yes
◯ No
◯ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 7.01. Have there been prior projects in this community that were sponsored, supported, or implemented by an
external organization in the past 12 months? is Yes:






If 7.01. Have there been prior projects in this community that were sponsored, supported, or implemented by an
external organization in the past 12 months? is Yes:
7.03 What type of external organization sponsored, supported, or implemented projects have
been done in this community in the past 12 months?
☐ Water point construction







☐ Sexual health education
☐ Other educational program
☐ Microfinancing
☐ Other (please specify) 
☐ Decline to state
☐ Don't Know
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
8. WATER SAMPLE
INSTRUCTIONS:  If this is one of the five water points randomly selected for water quality
testing and if the water system is functioning, ask if you may obtain a water sample from the
water point. If the water point is not functioning and the water point has been randomly
selected for water quality testing, you will need to replace this water point with an alternate.
LABELING SAMPLE BAG/BOTTLE:
For countries using the MEL field kit: Attach a barcode to the CBT. Document the results of the
other water quality tests in the survey.
For countries not using the MEL field kit: Attach a barcode to the sample bag and indicate the
type of test: M for microbiological sample, A for arsenic sample or F for fluoride sample.
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:




If 8.03. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the arsenic level in the water sample? (ppb) was answered:
[For enumerator] Are you taking an arsenic duplicate?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For enumerator] Are you taking an arsenic duplicate? is Yes:
[for countries using the WaSH MEL field kit] What is the arsenic level of the sample duplicate?
If 8.03. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the arsenic level in the water sample? (ppb) was answered:
[For enumerator] Are you taking an arsenic blank?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For enumerator] Are you taking an arsenic blank? is Yes:
[for countries using the WaSH MEL field kit] What is the arsenic level of the sample blank?
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
8.04. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the fluoride level in the water sample?
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.04. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the fluoride level in the water sample? was answered:
[For Enumerator] Are you taking a fluoride duplicate?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For Enumerator] Are you taking a fluoride duplicate? is Yes:
8.04. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the fluoride level in the duplicate?
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.04. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the fluoride level in the water sample? was answered:





If [For enumeratror] Are you taking a fluoride blank? is Yes:
8.04. [for countries using the MEL field kit] What is the fluoride level in the blank?
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
8.05 Conductivity of water sample
If 8.05 Conductivity of water sample was answered:
[For Enumerator] Are you taking a conductivity duplicate?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For Enumerator] Are you taking a conductivity duplicate? is Yes:
8.05 Conductivity of duplicate
If 8.05 Conductivity of duplicate was answered:
[For Enumerator] Are you taking a conductivity blank?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For Enumerator] Are you taking a conductivity blank? is Yes:
8.05 Conductivity of blank
If 8.01 Is this a water point selected for water quality testing? is Yes:
8.06. pH of water sample
☐ Not Applicable
If 8.06. pH of water sample was answered:
[For enumerator] Are you taking a pH duplicate?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For enumerator] Are you taking a pH duplicate? is Yes:
What is the pH of the sample duplicate?
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If 8.06. pH of water sample was answered:
[For enumerator] Are you taking a pH blank?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If [For enumerator] Are you taking a pH blank? is Yes:
What is the pH of the sample blank?
☐ Not Applicable
9.0. THE BELOW QUESTIONS ARE FOR THE ENUMERATOR.
9.01. Did the person answering the questions seem irritated or nervous during the interview?
◯ Yes
◯ No
9.02. Did you feel that the respondent was being truthful?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 9.02. Did you feel that the respondent was being truthful? is No:
9.02a What did you feel the respondent was untruthful about?
9.02b Was the respondent unsure about anything?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 9.02b Was the respondent unsure about anything? is Yes:
9.02c What was the respondent unsure about?




9.04. How many people were present when you conducted this interview?
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9.05. Other comments (especially survey elements that were confusing to you): 
0. 02 Contact Information of Interviewee (End of Survey)
A survey supervisor may be calling or visiting you again to verify this interview or to collect
additional information in the future. For these reasons I would like to verify your name and
address and contact details.
0.0201. What is your full name? (verify spelling and write clearly)
First name
Last name
0.0202. What is your water committee name?
☐ Not Applicable
0.0203. What is your telephone number? (If no telephone, leave blank)
☐ Not Applicable
0.0204. If we cannot contact you for whatever reason, could you tell us who we could contact,
who will know how to get in touch with you?
◯ Yes
◯ No
If 0.0204. If we cannot contact you for whatever reason, could you tell us who we could contact, who will know how
to get in touch with you? is Yes:





Appendix B: Univariate and Multivariate Regression R Code 
  
Water Point Data Summary Info 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
basepath = "C:/Users/Catherine/Dropbox/! Spring 2020/PLAN 992 - Masters Project" 
setwd(basepath) 
 
WPT_Data = read.csv("Clean_WPT_Data_Final_CGM.csv", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
 
Geog_Data = read.csv("WPTsUrbanDist.csv", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
 
# Distance to nearest urban center (in meters) 
 
WPT_Data$dist_urb = Geog_Data$NEAR_DIST 
 
# Remove data from WPTs outside SSA 
 
WPT_Data_SSA = WPT_Data[!(WPT_Data$country == "Honduras" | WPT_Data$country == "India"),] 
 
WPT_Data_SSA_clean = WPT_Data_SSA[-c(4,6:11,13:27,31:44,80:86,108:125,146:175)] 
 






#Clean distance to urban center 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (Data[i,"dist_urb"] == -999){ 
    Data[i,"dist_urb"] = NA 
  } 
} 
 
#Convert distance to urban center to km 
 
Data$dist_urb = Data$dist_urb / 1000 
 
#Condense Non-Monetary contributions 
 
Data$wat_nonmonetary = rep("", 3762) 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (Data[i,"wat_nonmonetary_labor"] == "Yes" | Data[i,"wat_nonmonetary_goods"] == "Yes" | Data[i,"wat_nonmonetary_
fundraising"] == "Yes" | Data[i,"wat_nonmonetary_other"] == "Yes"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_nonmonetary"] = "Yes" 
  } 
  else {next} 
} 
 
#Converting age to number 
 
Data$wat_age = as.numeric(Data$wat_age) 
 
# Eliminating blanks, "don't know", and "decline to state" 
 
Count = 0 
 
Data$wat_age = as.numeric(Data$wat_age) 
Data$wat_n_households = as.numeric(Data$wat_n_households) 
Data$wat_breakdown_year_length = as.numeric(Data$wat_breakdown_year_length) 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  for (c in colnames(Data)){ 
    if (is.na(Data[i,c])) {next} 
    else if (Data[i,c] == "Don't know" | Data[i,c] == "Decline to state" | Data[i,c] == "Not applicable"){ 
      Data[i,c] = "" 
    } 
    else {next} 
  } 
} 
 
#Condensing water point type 
 
Data$wat_type_cat = 0 
 
for (i in 1:3762){ 
  if (Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Piped water into dwelling" | Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Piped water into yard"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = "Piped Water" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Borehole (with handpump/pump)"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = "Borehole" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Protected dug well (closed)" | Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Protected dug well with hand
pump" | Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Protected spring (closed)"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = "Other Improved Water Source" 
  } 
   
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Public tap"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = "Public Tap" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Bottled water or sachet" | Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Rainwater collection" | Data[i,"
wat_type"] == "Unprotected dug well (open)" | Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Water-selling cart or truck"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = "Other Unimproved Water Source" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Surface water (pond/river/stream)" | Data[i,"wat_type"] == "Unprotected spring (op
en)"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = "Surface Water" 





Data$date_clean = as.Date(Data$date, format = "%d-%B-%y") 
 
Data$Season = 0 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (Data[i,"country"] == "Ethiopia"){ 
    if (Data[i,"date_clean"] <= as.Date("2017-10-01")){ 
      Data[i,"Season"] = "Rainy" 
    } 
    else{ 
      Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
    } 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Ghana"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Kenya"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Malawi"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Mali"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Rainy" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Mozambique"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Niger"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Rainy" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Rwanda"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Tanzania"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Uganda"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Rainy" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Zambia"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"country"] == "Zimbabwe"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = "Dry" 





#0 - no caretaker 
#1 - caretaker, not paid or trained 
#2 - caretaker, paid, not trained 
#3 - caretaker, not paid, trained 
#4 - caretaker, paid, trained 
 
Data$caretaker_paid_train = 0 
 
Data$wat_caretaker = as.factor(Data$wat_caretaker) 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_caretaker"])){next} 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker"] == "No"){ 
    Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = "No caretaker" 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker"] == "Yes"){ 
    if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_caretaker_paid"])) { 
      Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = NA 
      next 
    } 
    if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"])) { 
      Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = NA 
      next 
    } 
    else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_paid"] == "Yes"){ 
      if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == "Yes"){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = "Caretaker paid and trained" 
      } 
      else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == "No"){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = "Caretaker paid not trained" 
      } 
    } 
    else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_paid"] == "No"){ 
      if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == "Yes"){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = "Caretaker not paid but trained" 
      } 
      else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == "No"){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = "Caretaker not paid or trained" 
      } 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Data$caretaker_paid_train = as.factor(Data$caretaker_paid_train) 
 
write.csv(Data, file = paste(basepath, "Data.csv", sep = "/")) 
Desc_Stats = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, nrow = 73, ncol = 30)) 
 
colnames(Desc_Stats) = c("Variable", "Variable Level", "Count (n)", "Percent of Total(%)", "Functionality Count", "F
unctionality Rate (%)", "2-Week Breakdown Count", "2-Week Breakdown Rate (%)", "Year Breakdown Count", "Year Breakdo
wn Rate (%)", "Continuous Service Count", "Continuous Service Rate (%)", "Scheduled Service Count", "Scheduled Servi
ce Rate (%)", "Unscheduled Service Count", "Unscheduled Service Rate (%)", "Less than Three Days Breakdown Count", "
Less than Three Days Breakdown Rate (%)", "Three to Seven Days Breakdown Count", "Three to Seven Days Breakdown Rate 
(%)", "One Week to One Month Breakdown Count", "One Week to One Month Breakdown Rate (%)", "One to Three Months Brea
kdown Count", "One to Three Months Breakdown Rate (%)", "Three to Six Months Breakdown Count", "Three to Six Months 
Breakdown Rate (%)", "Six Months to One Year Breakdown Count", "Six Months to One Year Breakdown Rate (%)", "More th
an One Year Breakdown Count", "More than One Year Breakdown Rate (%)") 
 
Country_Levels = c("Ethiopia", "Ghana", "Kenya", "Malawi", "Mali", "Mozambique", "Niger", "Rwanda", "Tanzania", "Uga
nda", "Zambia", "Zimbabwe") 
#Type_Levels = c("Borehole (with handpump/pump)", "Bottled water or sachet", "Other", "Piped water into dwelling", "
Piped water into yard", "Protected dug well (closed)", "Protected dug well with handpump", "Protected spring (closed
)", "Public tap", "Rainwater collection", "Surface water (pond/river/stream)", "Unprotected dug well (open)", "Unpro
tected spring (open)", "Water-selling cart or truck") 
Type_Levels = c("Piped Water", "Borehole", "Other Improved Water Source", "Public Tap", "Surface Water", "Other Unim
proved Water Source") 
Age_Levels = c("<5 Years", "5-10 Years", "10-15 Years", "15-20 Years", "20-25 Years", ">25 Years") 
Age_Levels_Num = c(5, 10, 15, 20, 25) 
Service_Levels = c("Continuous Service", "Scheduled Service", "Not Scheduled Service") 
Households_Levels = c("<200", ">= 200") 
Households_Levels_Num = 200 
Breakdown_Levels = c(3,7,30,91,182,365) 
Breakdown_Levels_Names = c("Less than Three Days","Three to Seven Days", "One Week to One Month", "One to Three Mont
hs", "Three to Six Months", "Six Months to One Year", "More than One Year") 
NonMonetary_Levels = c("Any - Yes", "Any - No", "Labor - Yes", "Labor - No", "Goods - Yes", "Goods - No", "Fundraisi
ng - Yes", "Fundraising - No") 
WatCom_Levels = c("Elected", "Appointed") 
OG_Fund_Levels = c("Individual", "Community", "Government", "NGO") 
Season_Levels = c("Dry", "Rainy") 
Distance_Levels = c("<1 km", "1-5 km", "5-20 km", "20-40 km", "40-60 km", "60-80 km", ">80 km") 
Distance_Levels_Num = c(1, 5, 20, 40, 60, 80) 
Caretaker_Levels = c("No caretaker", "Caretaker not paid or trained", "Caretaker paid not trained", "Caretaker not p
aid but trained", "Caretaker paid and trained") 
 
Desc_Stats$Variable = c(rep("Country",12), rep("Season", 2), rep("Have Committee", 2), rep("Women on Committee", 2), 
rep("Disabled Person(s) on Committee", 2), rep("Committee Selection Method", 2), rep("Collect Fees", 2), rep("Fee Co
llection on Schedule", 2), rep("Collect Non-Monetary Contributions", 8), rep("Committee Collects Repair Money", 2), 
rep("Community Meetings", 2), rep("Water Point Type", 6), rep("Age of Water Point", 6), rep("Service Availability", 
3), rep("Households Served", 2), rep("O&M Plan", 2), rep("Caretaker",5), rep("Calls Tech Support",2), rep("Tech Supp
ort Comes",2), rep("Distance to Urban Center", 7)) 
 
for (i in 1:nrow(Desc_Stats)) { 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Country" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+11),"Variable Level"] = Country_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Have Committee" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Women on Committee" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Disabled Person(s) on Committee" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Collect Fees" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Fee Collection on Schedule" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Committee Collects Repair Money" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Community Meetings" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Water Point Type" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+5),"Variable Level"] = Type_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Age of Water Point" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+5),"Variable Level"] = Age_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Service Availability" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+2),"Variable Level"] = Service_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Households Served" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = Households_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "O&M Plan" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Caretaker" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+4),"Variable Level"] = Caretaker_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Calls Tech Support" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Tech Support Comes" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = c("Yes", "No") 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Collect Non-Monetary Contributions" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+7),"Variable Level"] = NonMonetary_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Committee Selection Method" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = WatCom_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Original Financing Source" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+3),"Variable Level"] = OG_Fund_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Season" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+1),"Variable Level"] = Season_Levels 
  } 
  if (Desc_Stats[i,"Variable"] == "Distance to Urban Center" && Desc_Stats[i,"Variable Level"] == 0){ 
    Desc_Stats[i:(i+6),"Variable Level"] = Distance_Levels 
  } 
} 
 
desc_match <- function(i, row){ 
  Desc_Stats[row,"Count (n)"] = Desc_Stats[row,"Count (n)"] + 1 
  if (Data[i,"wat_functional"] == "Yes"){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"Functionality Count"] = Desc_Stats[row, "Functionality Count"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_breakdown_2weeks"] == "Yes"){ 
      Desc_Stats[row, "2-Week Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row, "2-Week Breakdown Count"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year"] == "Yes"){ 
      Desc_Stats[row, "Year Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row, "Year Breakdown Count"] +1  
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Continuous Service"){ 
      Desc_Stats[row, "Continuous Service Count"] = Desc_Stats[row, "Continuous Service Count"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Scheduled Service"){ 
      Desc_Stats[row, "Scheduled Service Count"] = Desc_Stats[row, "Scheduled Service Count"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Not Scheduled Service"){ 
      Desc_Stats[row, "Unscheduled Service Count"] = Desc_Stats[row, "Unscheduled Service Count"] +1 
    } 
  if (!is.na(Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"])){ 
    breakdown_length = as.numeric(Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"]) 
    if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[1]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"Less than Three Days Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"Less than Three Days Breakdown Count"
] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[2] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[1]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"Three to Seven Days Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"Three to Seven Days Breakdown Count"] 
+ 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[3] && as.numeric(breakdown_length) > Breakdown_Levels[2]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"One Week to One Month Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"One Week to One Month Breakdown Coun
t"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[4] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[3]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"One to Three Months Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"One to Three Months Breakdown Count"] 
+ 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[5] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[4]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"Three to Six Months Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"Three to Six Months Breakdown Count"] 
+ 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[6] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[5]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"Six Months to One Year Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"Six Months to One Year Breakdown Co
unt"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[6]){ 
      Desc_Stats[row,"More than One Year Breakdown Count"] = Desc_Stats[row,"More than One Year Breakdown Count"] + 
1  
    } 
  } 
  return(Desc_Stats) 
} 
 
for (x in 1:3762){ 
  for (r in 1:(nrow(Desc_Stats))){ 
    for (c in Country_Levels){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"country"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == c && Data[x,"country"] == c){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (t in Type_Levels){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_type_cat"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == t && Data[x,"wat_type_cat"] == t){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_committee"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Have Committee" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_committ
ee"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_committee_woman"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Women on Committee" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_com
mittee_woman"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_committee_disability"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Disabled Person(s) on Committee" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Da
ta[x,"wat_committee_disability"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_fee_collection"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Collect Fees" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_fee_colle
ction"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_scheduled_fee_collect"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Fee Collection on Schedule" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,
"wat_scheduled_fee_collect"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_collect_repair_money"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Committee Collects Repair Money" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Da
ta[x,"wat_collect_repair_money"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_committee_community_meet"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Community Meetings" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_com
mittee_community_meet"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_operation_plan"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "O&M Plan" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_operation_pla
n"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in Caretaker_Levels){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"caretaker_paid_train"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Caretaker" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"caretaker_paid_t
rain"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_external_support"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Calls Tech Support" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_ext
ernal_support"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (b in c("Yes", "No")){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_external_support_came"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable"] == "Tech Support Comes" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == b && Data[x,"wat_ext
ernal_support_came"] == b){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (s in Service_Levels){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_service_availability"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == s && Data[x,"wat_service_availability"] == s){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (s in Season_Levels){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"Season"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == s && Data[x,"Season"] == s){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    for (e in WatCom_Levels){ 
      if (is.na(Data[x,"wat_committee_elected"])) {next} 
      if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == e && Data[x,"wat_committee_elected"] == e){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    } 
    #Original Funding 
    if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Individual" && Data[x,"wat_financer_ind"] == "Yes"){ 
      Row = r 
      Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Community" && Data[x,"wat_financer_community"] == "Yes"){ 
      Row = r 
      Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Government" && Data[x,"wat_financer_gov"] == "Yes"){ 
      Row = r 
      Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "NGO" && Data[x,"wat_financer_NGO"] == "Yes" | Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Leve
l"] == "NGO" && Data[x,"wat_financer_WV"] == "Yes"){ 
      Row = r 
      Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    # Non-monetary contributions 
    if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Any - Yes" && Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_labor"] == "Yes" | Desc_Stats[r,"Va
riable Level"] == "Any - Yes" && Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_goods"] == "Yes" | Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Any - 
Yes" && Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_fundraising"] == "Yes" | Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Any - Yes" && Data[x,"wa
t_nonmonetary_other"] == "Yes"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Any - No" && Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_labor"] == "No" && Data[x,"wat_
nonmonetary_goods"] == "No" && Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_fundraising"] == "No" && Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_other"] == "
No"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    if (Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_labor"] == "Yes" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Labor - Yes"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_labor"] == "No" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Labor - No"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    if (Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_goods"] == "Yes" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Goods - Yes"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_goods"] == "No" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Goods - No"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    if (Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_fundraising"] == "Yes" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Fundraising - Yes"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (Data[x,"wat_nonmonetary_fundraising"] == "No" && Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == "Fundraising - No"){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    # AGE 
    #for (a in Age_Levels){ 
      age = Data[x, "wat_age"] 
      if (is.na(age)){next} 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Age_Levels[1] && age < Age_Levels_Num[1]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Age_Levels[2] && age >= Age_Levels_Num[1] && age < Age_Levels_Num[2
]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Age_Levels[3] && age >= Age_Levels_Num[2] && age < Age_Levels_Num[3
]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Age_Levels[4] && age >= Age_Levels_Num[3] && age < Age_Levels_Num[4
]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Age_Levels[5] && age >= Age_Levels_Num[4] && age < Age_Levels_Num[5
]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Age_Levels[6] && age >= Age_Levels_Num[5]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    #} 
    #HOUSEHOLDS 
      house = Data[x, "wat_n_households"] 
      if (is.na(house)){next} 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Households_Levels[1] && house < Households_Levels_Num){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Households_Levels[2] && house >= Households_Levels_Num){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
    #DISTANCE 
      dist = Data[x, "dist_urb"] 
      if (is.na(dist)){next} 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[1] && dist < Distance_Levels_Num[1]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[2] && dist >= Distance_Levels_Num[1] && dist < Dist
ance_Levels_Num[2]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[3] && dist >= Distance_Levels_Num[2] && dist < Dist
ance_Levels_Num[3]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[4] && dist >= Distance_Levels_Num[3] && dist < Dist
ance_Levels_Num[4]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[5] && dist >= Distance_Levels_Num[4] && dist < Dist
ance_Levels_Num[5]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[6] && dist >= Distance_Levels_Num[5] && dist < Dist
ance_Levels_Num[6]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
      else if (Desc_Stats[r,"Variable Level"] == Distance_Levels[7] && dist >= Distance_Levels_Num[6]){ 
        Row = r 
        Desc_Stats = desc_match(i = x, row = Row) 
      } 
  } 
} 
 
Desc_Stats$`Percent of Total(%)` = Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` / nrow(Data) 
Desc_Stats$`Functionality Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Functionality Count` / Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`2-Week Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`2-Week Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Year Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Year Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Continuous Service Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Continuous Service Count` / Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Scheduled Service Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Scheduled Service Count` / Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Unscheduled Service Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Unscheduled Service Count` / Desc_Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Less than Three Days Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Less than Three Days Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stat
s$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Three to Seven Days Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Three to Seven Days Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stats$
`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`One Week to One Month Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`One Week to One Month Breakdown Count` / Desc_St
ats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`One to Three Months Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`One to Three Months Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stats$
`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Three to Six Months Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Three to Six Months Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stats$
`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`Six Months to One Year Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`Six Months to One Year Breakdown Count` / Desc_
Stats$`Count (n)` 
Desc_Stats$`More than One Year Breakdown Rate (%)` = Desc_Stats$`More than One Year Breakdown Count` / Desc_Stats$`C
ount (n)` 
 
Desc_Stats$`Percent of Total(%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Percent of Total(%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Functionality Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Functionality Rate (%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`2-Week Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`2-Week Breakdown Rate (%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Year Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Year Breakdown Rate (%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Continuous Service Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Continuous Service Rate (%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Scheduled Service Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Scheduled Service Rate (%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Unscheduled Service Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Unscheduled Service Rate (%)`*100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Less than Three Days Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Less than Three Days Breakdown Rate (
%)` *100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Three to Seven Days Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Three to Seven Days Breakdown Rate (%)
` *100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`One Week to One Month Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`One Week to One Month Breakdown Rate 
(%)` *100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`One to Three Months Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`One to Three Months Breakdown Rate (%)
` *100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Three to Six Months Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Three to Six Months Breakdown Rate (%)
` *100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`Six Months to One Year Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`Six Months to One Year Breakdown Ra
te (%)` *100, 0), "%") 
Desc_Stats$`More than One Year Breakdown Rate (%)` = paste(round(Desc_Stats$`More than One Year Breakdown Rate (%)` 
*100, 0), "%") 
 
#Desc_Stats["continuous service","Variable Level"] = "Continuous" 
#Desc_Stats["scheduled service","Variable Level"] = "Scheduled" 
#Desc_Stats["not scheduled service","Variable Level"] = "Not Scheduled" 
 
write.csv(Desc_Stats, file = paste(basepath, "Descriptive Statistics.csv", sep = "/")) 
Func_Stats = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, nrow = 13, ncol = 13)) 
 
Func_Cat = c("Functioning", "2-Week Breakdown", "Year Breakdown", "Continuous Service", "Scheduled Service", "Unsche
duled Service", "Less than Three Days Breakdown", "Three to Seven Days Breakdown", "One Week to One Month Breakdown"
, "One to Three Months Breakdown", "Three to Six Months Breakdown", "Six Months to One Year Breakdown", "More than O
ne Year Breakdown") 
 
colnames(Func_Stats) = Func_Cat 
rownames(Func_Stats) = Func_Cat 
 
func_match <- function(i, row){ 
  if (Data[i,"wat_functional"] == "Yes"){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"Functioning"] = Func_Stats[row, "Functioning"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_breakdown_2weeks"] == "Yes"){ 
      Func_Stats[row, "2-Week Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row, "2-Week Breakdown"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year"] == "Yes"){ 
      Func_Stats[row, "Year Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row, "Year Breakdown"] +1  
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Continuous Service"){ 
      Func_Stats[row, "Continuous Service"] = Func_Stats[row, "Continuous Service"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Scheduled Service"){ 
      Func_Stats[row, "Scheduled Service"] = Func_Stats[row, "Scheduled Service"] +1 
    } 
    if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Not Scheduled Service"){ 
      Func_Stats[row, "Unscheduled Service"] = Func_Stats[row, "Unscheduled Service"] +1 
    } 
  if (!is.na(Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"])){ 
    breakdown_length = as.numeric(Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"]) 
    if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[1]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"Less than Three Days Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"Less than Three Days Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[2] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[1]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"Three to Seven Days Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"Three to Seven Days Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[3] && as.numeric(breakdown_length) > Breakdown_Levels[2]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"One Week to One Month Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"One Week to One Month Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[4] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[3]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"One to Three Months Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"One to Three Months Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[5] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[4]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"Three to Six Months Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"Three to Six Months Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[6] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[5]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"Six Months to One Year Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"Six Months to One Year Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
    else if(breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[6]){ 
      Func_Stats[row,"More than One Year Breakdown"] = Func_Stats[row,"More than One Year Breakdown"] + 1  
    } 
  } 
  return(Func_Stats) 
} 
 
count_func = 0 
count_2wkbreak = 0 
count_yrbreak = 0 
count_continuous = 0 
count_sched = 0 
count_unsched = 0 
count_0_3day = 0 
count_3_7day = 0 
count_week_month = 0 
count_1_3_month = 0 
count_3_6_month = 0 
count_6mo_yr = 0 
count_yr_plus = 0 
 
for (x in 1:3762) { 
  if (Data[x,"wat_functional"] == "Yes"){ 
    count_func = count_func + 1  
    Row = "Functioning" 
    Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
  } 
  if (Data[x,"wat_breakdown_2weeks"] == "Yes"){ 
    count_2wkbreak = count_2wkbreak + 1  
    Row = "2-Week Breakdown" 
    Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
  } 
  if (Data[x,"wat_breakdown_year"] == "Yes"){ 
    count_yrbreak = count_yrbreak + 1  
    Row = "Year Breakdown" 
    Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
  } 
  if (Data[x,"wat_service_availability"] == "Continuous Service"){ 
    count_continuous = count_continuous + 1  
    Row = "Continuous Service" 
    Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
  } 
  if (Data[x,"wat_service_availability"] == "Scheduled Service"){ 
    count_sched = count_sched + 1  
    Row = "Scheduled Service" 
    Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
  } 
  if (Data[x,"wat_service_availability"] == "Not Scheduled Service"){ 
    count_unsched = count_unsched + 1  
    Row = "Unscheduled Service" 
    Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
  } 
  if (!is.na(Data[x,"wat_breakdown_year_length"])){ 
    breakdown_length = as.numeric(Data[x,"wat_breakdown_year_length"]) 
    if (breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[1]){ 
      count_0_3day = count_0_3day + 1  
      Row = "Less than Three Days Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[2] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[1]){ 
      count_3_7day = count_3_7day + 1  
      Row = "Three to Seven Days Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[3] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[2]){ 
      count_week_month = count_week_month + 1  
      Row = "One Week to One Month Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[4] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[3]){ 
      count_1_3_month = count_1_3_month + 1  
      Row = "One to Three Months Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[5] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[4]){ 
      count_3_6_month = count_3_6_month + 1  
      Row = "Three to Six Months Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (breakdown_length <= Breakdown_Levels[6] && breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[5]){ 
      count_6mo_yr = count_6mo_yr + 1  
      Row = "Six Months to One Year Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
    else if (breakdown_length > Breakdown_Levels[6]){ 
      count_yr_plus = count_yr_plus + 1  
      Row = "More than One Year Breakdown" 
      Func_Stats = func_match(i = x, row = Row) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Func_Stats["Functioning",] = Func_Stats["Functioning",] / count_func 
Func_Stats["2-Week Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["2-Week Breakdown",] / count_2wkbreak 
Func_Stats["Year Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["Year Breakdown",] / count_yrbreak 
Func_Stats["Continuous Service",] = Func_Stats["Continuous Service",] / count_continuous 
Func_Stats["Scheduled Service",] = Func_Stats["Scheduled Service",] / count_sched 
Func_Stats["Unscheduled Service",] = Func_Stats["Unscheduled Service",] / count_unsched 
Func_Stats["Less than Three Days Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["Less than Three Days Breakdown",] / count_0_3day 
Func_Stats["Three to Seven Days Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["Three to Seven Days Breakdown",] / count_3_7day 
Func_Stats["One Week to One Month Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["One Week to One Month Breakdown",] / count_week_month 
Func_Stats["One to Three Months Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["One to Three Months Breakdown",] / count_1_3_month 
Func_Stats["Three to Six Months Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["Three to Six Months Breakdown",] / count_3_6_month 
Func_Stats["Six Months to One Year Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["Six Months to One Year Breakdown",] / count_6mo_yr 
Func_Stats["More than One Year Breakdown",] = Func_Stats["More than One Year Breakdown",] / count_yr_plus 
 
for (r in 1:nrow(Func_Stats)) { 
  for (c in 1:ncol(Func_Stats)) { 
    Func_Stats[r,c] = paste(round(as.numeric(Func_Stats[r,c])*100, digits = 0), "%") 
  } 
} 
 
write.csv(Func_Stats, file = paste(basepath, "Functionality Comparison.csv", sep = "/")) 
Water Point Regressions 
rm(list=ls()) 
 
basepath = "C:/Users/Catherine/Dropbox/! Spring 2020/PLAN 992 - Masters Project" 
setwd(basepath) 
 
#WPT_Data = read.csv("Clean_WPT_Data_Final.csv", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
 
#WPT_Data_SSA = WPT_Data[!(WPT_Data$country == "Honduras" | WPT_Data$country == "India"),] 
 
#WPT_Data_SSA_clean = WPT_Data_SSA[-c(4,6:11,13:27,31:44,80:86,108:125,146:175)] 
 
Data = read.csv("Data.csv", stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
 






for (i in 1:nrow(Data)) { 
  for (n in 1:ncol(Data)) { 
    if (is.na(Data[i,n])) {next} 
    else if (grepl("Yes", Data[i,n])){ 
      Data[i,n] = 1 
    } 
    else if (Data[i,n] == "No"){ 
      Data[i,n] = 0 
    } 
    else if (Data[i,n] == ""){ 
      Data[i,n] = NA 
    } 
    else {next} 
  } 
} 
Data$wat_financer_NGO_any = 0 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (Data[i, "wat_financer_NGO"] == 1 | Data[i, "wat_financer_WV"] == 1){ 
    Data[i, "wat_financer_NGO_any"] = 1  





#0 - no caretaker 
#1 - caretaker, not paid or trained 
#2 - caretaker, paid, not trained 
#3 - caretaker, not paid, trained 
#4 - caretaker, paid, trained 
 
Data$caretaker_paid_train = 0 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_caretaker"])){next} 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker"] == 0){ 
    Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = 0 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker"] == 1){ 
    if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_caretaker_paid"])) { 
      Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = NA 
      next 
    } 
    if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"])) { 
      Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = NA 
      next 
    } 
    else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_paid"] == 1){ 
      if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == 1){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = 4 
      } 
      else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == 0){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = 2 
      } 
    } 
    else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_paid"] == 0){ 
      if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == 1){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = 3 
      } 
      else if (Data[i,"wat_caretaker_train"] == 0){ 
        Data[i,"caretaker_paid_train"] = 1 
      } 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
# Service Availability 
# 0 = not scheduled 
# 1 = scheduled 
# 2 = continuous 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_service_availability"])){next} 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Not Scheduled Service"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] = 0 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Scheduled Service"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] = 1 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] == "Continuous Service"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_service_availability"] = 2 
  } 
} 
 
## Get rid of outliers in breakdown length 
 
for(i in 1:3762){ 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"])) {next} 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"] > 365){ 
    Data[i,"wat_breakdown_year_length"] = NA 
  } 
  else {next} 
} 
 
## Clean up season 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"Season"])){next} 
  else if (Data[i,"Season"] == "Dry"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = 0 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"Season"] == "Rainy"){ 
    Data[i,"Season"] = 1 
  } 
} 
 
## Clean up WPT Type 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == 0){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = NA 
  } 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_type_cat"])){next} 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == "Surface Water"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = NA 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == "Other Unimproved Water Source"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = 1 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == "Public Tap"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = 2 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == "Borehole"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = 3 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == "Piped Water"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = 4 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] == "Other Improved Water Source"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_type_cat"] = 5 
  } 
} 
 
## Committee Selection Method 
 
# 0 = Appointed 
# 1 = Elected 
 
for (i in 1:3762) { 
  if (is.na(Data[i,"wat_committee_elected"])){next} 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_committee_elected"] == "Appointed"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_committee_elected"] = 0 
  } 
  else if (Data[i,"wat_committee_elected"] == "Elected"){ 
    Data[i,"wat_committee_elected"] = 1 
  } 
} 
Data$wat_functional = as.factor(Data$wat_functional) 
Data$wat_breakdown_2weeks = as.factor(Data$wat_breakdown_2weeks) 
Data$wat_breakdown_year = as.factor(Data$wat_breakdown_year) 
 
Data$wat_committee = as.factor(Data$wat_committee) 
Data$wat_committee_woman = as.factor(Data$wat_committee_woman) 
Data$wat_committee_disability = as.factor(Data$wat_committee_disability) 
Data$wat_fee_collection = as.factor(Data$wat_fee_collection) 
Data$wat_scheduled_fee_collect = as.factor(Data$wat_scheduled_fee_collect) 
Data$wat_nonmonetary_labor = as.factor(Data$wat_nonmonetary_labor) 
Data$wat_nonmonetary_goods = as.factor(Data$wat_nonmonetary_goods) 
Data$wat_nonmonetary_fundraising = as.factor(Data$wat_nonmonetary_fundraising) 
Data$wat_collect_repair_money = as.factor(Data$wat_collect_repair_money) 
Data$wat_committee_community_meet = as.factor(Data$wat_committee_community_meet) 
Data$wat_service_availability = as.factor(Data$wat_service_availability) 
Data$wat_operation_plan = as.factor(Data$wat_operation_plan) 
Data$wat_caretaker = as.factor(Data$wat_caretaker) 
Data$wat_caretaker_paid = as.factor(Data$wat_caretaker_paid) 
Data$wat_caretaker_train = as.factor(Data$wat_caretaker_train) 
Data$wat_external_support = as.factor(Data$wat_external_support) 
Data$wat_external_support_came = as.factor(Data$wat_external_support_came) 
Data$wat_financer_community = as.factor(Data$wat_financer_community) 
Data$wat_financer_gov = as.factor(Data$wat_financer_gov) 
Data$wat_financer_ind = as.factor(Data$wat_financer_ind) 
Data$wat_financer_NGO_any = as.factor(Data$wat_financer_NGO_any) 
Data$Season = as.factor(Data$Season) 
Data$caretaker_paid_train = as.factor(Data$caretaker_paid_train) 
Data$wat_type_cat = as.factor(Data$wat_type_cat) 
Data$wat_committee_elected = as.factor(Data$wat_committee_elected) 
Uni_func <- function(Dataset, inputvar, Table, row, name){ 
   
  regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ inputvar, data = Dataset, family = "binomial") 
   
  regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ inputvar, data = Dataset, family = "binomial") 
   
  regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ inputvar, data = Dataset, family = "binomial") 
   
  regress_bkleng = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year_length ~ inputvar, data = Dataset, family = "poisson") 
 
  regress_func_names = names(regress_func$coefficients) 
  regress_bk2wk_names = names(regress_bk2wk$coefficients) 
  regress_bkyr_names = names(regress_bkyr$coefficients) 
  regress_bkleng_names = names(regress_bkleng$coefficients) 
   
  all_names = c(regress_func_names, regress_bk2wk_names, regress_bkyr_names, regress_bkleng_names) 
  unique_names = unique(all_names) 
  unique_names_without_intercept = unique_names[unique_names != "(Intercept)"] 
  sorted_unique_names = sort(unique_names_without_intercept) 
   
     
  for (i in 1:(length(sorted_unique_names))) {   
    inputLevel = sorted_unique_names[i]          
    thisRow = row - 1 + i 
 
    if (inputLevel %in% regress_func_names) {   
      func_OR = exp(coef(summary(regress_func))[inputLevel,'Estimate'])   
      func_p = coef(summary(regress_func))[inputLevel,'Pr(>|z|)']        
      func_R2 = 1 - (regress_func$deviance / regress_func$null.deviance) 
      func_n = nobs(regress_func) 
   
      Table[thisRow,"Func-OR"] = func_OR        
      Table[thisRow,"Func-p"] = func_p          
      Table[thisRow,"Func-R2"] = func_R2        
      Table[thisRow,"Func-n"] = func_n          
    } 
 
    if (inputLevel %in% regress_bk2wk_names) {   
      bk2wk_OR = exp(coef(summary(regress_bk2wk))[inputLevel,'Estimate']) 
      bk2wk_p = coef(summary(regress_bk2wk))[inputLevel,'Pr(>|z|)'] 
      bk2wk_R2 = 1 - (regress_bk2wk$deviance / regress_bk2wk$null.deviance) 
      bk2wk_n = nobs(regress_bk2wk) 
     
      Table[thisRow,"Bk2wk-OR"] = bk2wk_OR 
      Table[thisRow,"Bk2wk-p"] = bk2wk_p 
      Table[thisRow,"Bk2wk-R2"] = bk2wk_R2 
      Table[thisRow,"Bk2wk-n"] = bk2wk_n 
    } 
     
    if (inputLevel %in% regress_bkyr_names) {   
      bkyr_OR = exp(coef(summary(regress_bkyr))[inputLevel,'Estimate']) 
      bkyr_p = coef(summary(regress_bkyr))[inputLevel,'Pr(>|z|)'] 
      bkyr_R2 = 1 - (regress_bkyr$deviance / regress_bkyr$null.deviance) 
      bkyr_n = nobs(regress_bkyr) 
     
      Table[thisRow,"Bkyr-OR"] = bkyr_OR 
      Table[thisRow,"Bkyr-p"] = bkyr_p 
      Table[thisRow,"Bkyr-R2"] = bkyr_R2 
      Table[thisRow,"Bkyr-n"] = bkyr_n 
    } 
     
    if (inputLevel %in% regress_bkleng_names) {   
      bkleng_ES = coef(summary(regress_bkleng))[inputLevel,'Estimate'] 
      bkleng_p = coef(summary(regress_bkleng))[inputLevel,'Pr(>|z|)'] 
      bkleng_R2 = 1 - (regress_bkleng$deviance / regress_bkleng$null.deviance) 
      bkleng_n = nobs(regress_bkleng) 
     
      Table[thisRow,"BkLeng-ES"] = bkleng_ES 
      Table[thisRow,"BkLeng-p"] = bkleng_p 
      Table[thisRow,"BkLeng-R2"] = bkleng_R2 
      Table[thisRow,"BkLeng-n"] = bkleng_n 
    } 
     
    Table[thisRow,"Var"] = paste(name, substring(inputLevel, first = 9), sep = "_") 
 
  } 
   
  return(Table) 
} 
columns = c("Var", "Country", "Func-OR", "Func-p", "Func-R2", "Func-n", "Bk2wk-OR", "Bk2wk-p", "Bk2wk-R2", "Bk2wk-n"




All_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(All_Uni) = columns 
 
All_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data, inputvar = Data$wat_committee, Table = All_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Committee"
) 
All_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data, inputvar = Data$Season, Table = All_Uni, row = 2, name = "Season") 
All_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data, inputvar = Data$wat_service_availability, Table = All_Uni, row = 3, name = "Servi
ce Availability") 
All_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data, inputvar = Data$wat_age, Table = All_Uni, row = 5, name = "WPT Age") 
All_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data, inputvar = Data$wat_n_households, Table = All_Uni, row = (nrow(All_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Households Served") 
All_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data, inputvar = Data$dist_urb, Table = All_Uni, row = (nrow(All_Uni) + 1), name = "Dis
tance to City") 






Data_Eth <- subset(Data, country == "Ethiopia") 
 
Eth_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Eth_Uni) = columns 
 
Eth_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$wat_committee, Table = Eth_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Eth_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$Season, Table = Eth_Uni, row = 2, name = "Season") 
Eth_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$wat_service_availability, Table = Eth_Uni, row = 3, name 
= "Service Availability") 
Eth_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$wat_age, Table = Eth_Uni, row = 5, name = "WPT Age") 
Eth_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$wat_n_households, Table = Eth_Uni, row = (nrow(Eth_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Eth_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$dist_urb, Table = Eth_Uni, row = (nrow(Eth_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Eth_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Eth, inputvar = Data_Eth$wat_type_cat, Table = Eth_Uni, row = (nrow(Eth_Uni) + 1)




Data_Gha <- subset(Data, country == "Ghana") 
 
Gha_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Gha_Uni) = columns 
 
Gha_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Gha, inputvar = Data_Gha$wat_committee, Table = Gha_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Gha_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Gha, inputvar = Data_Gha$wat_service_availability, Table = Gha_Uni, row = (nrow(Gh
a_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Gha_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Gha, inputvar = Data_Gha$wat_age, Table = Gha_Uni, row = (nrow(Gha_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Gha_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Gha, inputvar = Data_Gha$wat_n_households, Table = Gha_Uni, row = (nrow(Gha_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Gha_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Gha, inputvar = Data_Gha$dist_urb, Table = Gha_Uni, row = (nrow(Gha_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Gha_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Gha, inputvar = Data_Gha$wat_type_cat, Table = Gha_Uni, row = (nrow(Gha_Uni) + 1)




Data_Ken <- subset(Data, country == "Kenya") 
 
Ken_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Ken_Uni) = columns 
 
Ken_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Ken, inputvar = Data_Ken$wat_committee, Table = Ken_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Ken_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Ken, inputvar = Data_Ken$wat_service_availability, Table = Ken_Uni, row = (nrow(Ke
n_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Ken_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Ken, inputvar = Data_Ken$wat_age, Table = Ken_Uni, row = (nrow(Ken_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Ken_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Ken, inputvar = Data_Ken$wat_n_households, Table = Ken_Uni, row = (nrow(Ken_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Ken_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Ken, inputvar = Data_Ken$dist_urb, Table = Ken_Uni, row = (nrow(Ken_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Ken_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Ken, inputvar = Data_Ken$wat_type_cat, Table = Ken_Uni, row = (nrow(Ken_Uni) + 1)




Data_Malawi <- subset(Data, country == "Malawi") 
 
Malawi_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Malawi_Uni) = columns 
 
Malawi_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Malawi, inputvar = Data_Malawi$wat_committee, Table = Malawi_Uni, row = 1, name 
= "Water Committee") 
Malawi_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Malawi, inputvar = Data_Malawi$wat_service_availability, Table = Malawi_Uni, ro
w = (nrow(Malawi_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Malawi_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Malawi, inputvar = Data_Malawi$wat_age, Table = Malawi_Uni, row = (nrow(Malawi_
Uni) + 1), name = "WPT Age") 
Malawi_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Malawi, inputvar = Data_Malawi$wat_n_households, Table = Malawi_Uni, row = (nro
w(Malawi_Uni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
Malawi_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Malawi, inputvar = Data_Malawi$dist_urb, Table = Malawi_Uni, row = (nrow(Malawi
_Uni) + 1), name = "Distance to City") 
Malawi_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Malawi, inputvar = Data_Malawi$wat_type_cat, Table = Malawi_Uni, row = (nrow(M




Data_Mali <- subset(Data, country == "Mali") 
 
Mali_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Mali_Uni) = columns 
 
Mali_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Mali, inputvar = Data_Mali$wat_committee, Table = Mali_Uni, row = 1, name = "Wate
r Committee") 
Mali_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Mali, inputvar = Data_Mali$wat_service_availability, Table = Mali_Uni, row = (nro
w(Mali_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Mali_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Mali, inputvar = Data_Mali$wat_age, Table = Mali_Uni, row = (nrow(Mali_Uni) + 1), 
name = "WPT Age") 
Mali_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Mali, inputvar = Data_Mali$wat_n_households, Table = Mali_Uni, row = (nrow(Mali_U
ni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
Mali_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Mali, inputvar = Data_Mali$dist_urb, Table = Mali_Uni, row = (nrow(Mali_Uni) + 1)
, name = "Distance to City") 
Mali_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Mali, inputvar = Data_Mali$wat_type_cat, Table = Mali_Uni, row = (nrow(Mali_Uni) 




Data_Moz <- subset(Data, country == "Mozambique") 
 
Moz_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Moz_Uni) = columns 
 
Moz_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Moz, inputvar = Data_Moz$wat_committee, Table = Moz_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Moz_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Moz, inputvar = Data_Moz$wat_service_availability, Table = Moz_Uni, row = (nrow(Mo
z_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
#Moz_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Moz, inputvar = Data_Moz$wat_age, Table = Moz_Uni, row = (nrow(Moz_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "WPT Age") -- exclude for no data 
Moz_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Moz, inputvar = Data_Moz$wat_n_households, Table = Moz_Uni, row = (nrow(Moz_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Moz_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Moz, inputvar = Data_Moz$dist_urb, Table = Moz_Uni, row = (nrow(Moz_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Moz_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Moz, inputvar = Data_Moz$wat_type_cat, Table = Moz_Uni, row = (nrow(Moz_Uni) + 1)




Data_Niger <- subset(Data, country == "Niger") 
 
Niger_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Niger_Uni) = columns 
 
Niger_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Niger, inputvar = Data_Niger$wat_committee, Table = Niger_Uni, row = 1, name = "
Water Committee") 
Niger_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Niger, inputvar = Data_Niger$wat_service_availability, Table = Niger_Uni, row = 
(nrow(Niger_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Niger_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Niger, inputvar = Data_Niger$wat_age, Table = Niger_Uni, row = (nrow(Niger_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "WPT Age") 
Niger_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Niger, inputvar = Data_Niger$wat_n_households, Table = Niger_Uni, row = (nrow(Ni
ger_Uni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
Niger_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Niger, inputvar = Data_Niger$dist_urb, Table = Niger_Uni, row = (nrow(Niger_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "Distance to City") 
Niger_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Niger, inputvar = Data_Niger$wat_type_cat, Table = Niger_Uni, row = (nrow(Niger




Data_Rwa <- subset(Data, country == "Rwanda") 
 
Rwa_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Rwa_Uni) = columns 
 
Rwa_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Rwa, inputvar = Data_Rwa$wat_committee, Table = Rwa_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Rwa_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Rwa, inputvar = Data_Rwa$wat_service_availability, Table = Rwa_Uni, row = (nrow(Rw
a_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Rwa_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Rwa, inputvar = Data_Rwa$wat_age, Table = Rwa_Uni, row = (nrow(Rwa_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Rwa_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Rwa, inputvar = Data_Rwa$wat_n_households, Table = Rwa_Uni, row = (nrow(Rwa_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Rwa_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Rwa, inputvar = Data_Rwa$dist_urb, Table = Rwa_Uni, row = (nrow(Rwa_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
#Rwa_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Rwa, inputvar = Data_Rwa$wat_type_cat, Table = Rwa_Uni, row = (nrow(Rwa_Uni) + 1
), name = "WPT Type") 
 




Data_Tan <- subset(Data, country == "Tanzania") 
 
Tan_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Tan_Uni) = columns 
 
Tan_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Tan, inputvar = Data_Tan$wat_committee, Table = Tan_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Tan_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Tan, inputvar = Data_Tan$wat_service_availability, Table = Tan_Uni, row = (nrow(Ta
n_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Tan_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Tan, inputvar = Data_Tan$wat_age, Table = Tan_Uni, row = (nrow(Tan_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Tan_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Tan, inputvar = Data_Tan$wat_n_households, Table = Tan_Uni, row = (nrow(Tan_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Tan_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Tan, inputvar = Data_Tan$dist_urb, Table = Tan_Uni, row = (nrow(Tan_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Tan_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Tan, inputvar = Data_Tan$wat_type_cat, Table = Tan_Uni, row = (nrow(Tan_Uni) + 1)




Data_Uga <- subset(Data, country == "Uganda") 
 
Uga_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Uga_Uni) = columns 
 
Uga_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Uga, inputvar = Data_Uga$wat_committee, Table = Uga_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Uga_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Uga, inputvar = Data_Uga$wat_service_availability, Table = Uga_Uni, row = (nrow(Ug
a_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Uga_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Uga, inputvar = Data_Uga$wat_age, Table = Uga_Uni, row = (nrow(Uga_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Uga_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Uga, inputvar = Data_Uga$wat_n_households, Table = Uga_Uni, row = (nrow(Uga_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Uga_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Uga, inputvar = Data_Uga$dist_urb, Table = Uga_Uni, row = (nrow(Uga_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Uga_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Uga, inputvar = Data_Uga$wat_type_cat, Table = Uga_Uni, row = (nrow(Uga_Uni) + 1)




Data_Zam <- subset(Data, country == "Zambia") 
 
Zam_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Zam_Uni) = columns 
 
Zam_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zam, inputvar = Data_Zam$wat_committee, Table = Zam_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Zam_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zam, inputvar = Data_Zam$wat_service_availability, Table = Zam_Uni, row = (nrow(Za
m_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Zam_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zam, inputvar = Data_Zam$wat_age, Table = Zam_Uni, row = (nrow(Zam_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Zam_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zam, inputvar = Data_Zam$wat_n_households, Table = Zam_Uni, row = (nrow(Zam_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Zam_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zam, inputvar = Data_Zam$dist_urb, Table = Zam_Uni, row = (nrow(Zam_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
Zam_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zam, inputvar = Data_Zam$wat_type_cat, Table = Zam_Uni, row = (nrow(Zam_Uni) + 1)




Data_Zim <- subset(Data, country == "Zimbabwe") 
 
Zim_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Zim_Uni) = columns 
 
Zim_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zim, inputvar = Data_Zim$wat_committee, Table = Zim_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Zim_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zim, inputvar = Data_Zim$wat_service_availability, Table = Zim_Uni, row = (nrow(Zi
m_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Zim_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zim, inputvar = Data_Zim$wat_age, Table = Zim_Uni, row = (nrow(Zim_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Zim_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zim, inputvar = Data_Zim$wat_n_households, Table = Zim_Uni, row = (nrow(Zim_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Zim_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zim, inputvar = Data_Zim$dist_urb, Table = Zim_Uni, row = (nrow(Zim_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
#Zim_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Zim, inputvar = Data_Zim$wat_type_cat, Table = Zim_Uni, row = (nrow(Zim_Uni) + 1
), name = "WPT Type") 
 
## Add country labels 
 
All_Uni$Country = "All" 
Eth_Uni$Country = "Ethiopia" 
Gha_Uni$Country = "Ghana" 
Ken_Uni$Country = "Kenya" 
Malawi_Uni$Country = "Malawi" 
Mali_Uni$Country = "Mali" 
Moz_Uni$Country = "Mozambique" 
Niger_Uni$Country = "Niger" 
Rwa_Uni$Country = "Rwanda" 
Tan_Uni$Country = "Tanzania" 
Uga_Uni$Country = "Uganda" 
Zam_Uni$Country = "Zambia" 
Zim_Uni$Country = "Zimbabwe" 
 
Country_Uni = rbind(All_Uni, Eth_Uni, Gha_Uni, Ken_Uni, Malawi_Uni, Mali_Uni, Moz_Uni, Niger_Uni, Rwa_Uni, Tan_Uni, 
Uga_Uni, Zam_Uni, Zim_Uni) 
 
write.csv(Country_Uni, file = paste(basepath, "Country Univariate Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
 
rm(Data_Eth, Data_Gha, Data_Ken, Data_Malawi, Data_Mali, Data_Moz, Data_Niger, Data_Rwa, Data_Tan, Data_Uga, Data_Za
m, Data_Zim, Eth_Uni, Gha_Uni, Ken_Uni, Malawi_Uni, Mali_Uni, Moz_Uni, Niger_Uni, Rwa_Uni, Tan_Uni, Uga_Uni, Zam_Uni
, Zim_Uni) 
columns = c("Var", "WPT Type", "Func-OR", "Func-p", "Func-R2", "Func-n", "Bk2wk-OR", "Bk2wk-p", "Bk2wk-R2", "Bk2wk-n
", "Bkyr-OR", "Bkyr-p", "Bkyr-R2", "Bkyr-n", "BkLeng-ES", "BkLeng-p", "BkLeng-R2", "BkLeng-n") 
 
colnames(All_Uni) = columns 
 
# 0 = surface water 
# 1 = Other Unimproved Water Source 
# 2 = Public Tap 
# 3 = Borehole 
# 4 = Piped Water 
# 5 = Other Improved Water Source 
 
## Public Tap 
 
Data_Public <- subset(Data, wat_type_cat == "2") 
 
Public_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Public_Uni) = columns 
 
Public_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Public, inputvar = Data_Public$wat_committee, Table = Public_Uni, row = 1, name 
= "Water Committee") 
Public_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Public, inputvar = Data_Public$Season, Table = Public_Uni, row = (nrow(Public_U
ni) + 1), name = "Season") 
Public_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Public, inputvar = Data_Public$wat_service_availability, Table = Public_Uni, ro
w = (nrow(Public_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Public_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Public, inputvar = Data_Public$wat_age, Table = Public_Uni, row = (nrow(Public_
Uni) + 1), name = "WPT Age") 
Public_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Public, inputvar = Data_Public$wat_n_households, Table = Public_Uni, row = (nro
w(Public_Uni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
Public_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Public, inputvar = Data_Public$dist_urb, Table = Public_Uni, row = (nrow(Public




Data_Borehole <- subset(Data, wat_type_cat == "3") 
 
Borehole_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Borehole_Uni) = columns 
 
Borehole_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Borehole, inputvar = Data_Borehole$wat_committee, Table = Borehole_Uni, row = 
1, name = "Water Committee") 
Borehole_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Borehole, inputvar = Data_Borehole$Season, Table = Borehole_Uni, row = (nrow(
Borehole_Uni) + 1), name = "Season") 
Borehole_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Borehole, inputvar = Data_Borehole$wat_service_availability, Table = Borehole
_Uni, row = (nrow(Borehole_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Borehole_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Borehole, inputvar = Data_Borehole$wat_age, Table = Borehole_Uni, row = (nrow
(Borehole_Uni) + 1), name = "WPT Age") 
Borehole_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Borehole, inputvar = Data_Borehole$wat_n_households, Table = Borehole_Uni, ro
w = (nrow(Borehole_Uni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
Borehole_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Borehole, inputvar = Data_Borehole$dist_urb, Table = Borehole_Uni, row = (nro




Data_Piped <- subset(Data, wat_type_cat == "4") 
 
Piped_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Piped_Uni) = columns 
 
Piped_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Piped, inputvar = Data_Piped$wat_committee, Table = Piped_Uni, row = 1, name = "
Water Committee") 
Piped_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Piped, inputvar = Data_Piped$Season, Table = Piped_Uni, row = (nrow(Piped_Uni) + 
1), name = "Season") 
Piped_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Piped, inputvar = Data_Piped$wat_service_availability, Table = Piped_Uni, row = 
(nrow(Piped_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Piped_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Piped, inputvar = Data_Piped$wat_age, Table = Piped_Uni, row = (nrow(Piped_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "WPT Age") 
Piped_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Piped, inputvar = Data_Piped$wat_n_households, Table = Piped_Uni, row = (nrow(Pi
ped_Uni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
Piped_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Piped, inputvar = Data_Piped$dist_urb, Table = Piped_Uni, row = (nrow(Piped_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "Distance to City") 
 
## Other Improved 
 
Data_Imp <- subset(Data, wat_type_cat == "5") 
 
Imp_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Imp_Uni) = columns 
 
Imp_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Imp, inputvar = Data_Imp$wat_committee, Table = Imp_Uni, row = 1, name = "Water Co
mmittee") 
Imp_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Imp, inputvar = Data_Imp$Season, Table = Imp_Uni, row = (nrow(Imp_Uni) + 1), name 
= "Season") 
Imp_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Imp, inputvar = Data_Imp$wat_service_availability, Table = Imp_Uni, row = (nrow(Im
p_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Imp_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Imp, inputvar = Data_Imp$wat_age, Table = Imp_Uni, row = (nrow(Imp_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Imp_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Imp, inputvar = Data_Imp$wat_n_households, Table = Imp_Uni, row = (nrow(Imp_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Imp_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Imp, inputvar = Data_Imp$dist_urb, Table = Imp_Uni, row = (nrow(Imp_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to City") 
 
# Add WPT type labels 
 
All_Uni$`WPT Type` = "All" 
Public_Uni$`WPT Type` = "Public Tap" 
Borehole_Uni$`WPT Type` = "Borehole" 
Piped_Uni$`WPT Type` = "Piped Water" 
Imp_Uni$`WPT Type` = "Other Improved Water" 
 
WPT_Type_Uni = rbind(All_Uni, Public_Uni, Borehole_Uni, Piped_Uni, Imp_Uni) 
 
write.csv(WPT_Type_Uni, file = paste(basepath, "WPT Type Univariate Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
 
rm(Data_Borehole, Data_Imp, Data_Piped, Data_Public, Public_Uni, Borehole_Uni, Piped_Uni, Imp_Uni) 
columns = c("Var", "Region", "Func-OR", "Func-p", "Func-R2", "Func-n", "Bk2wk-OR", "Bk2wk-p", "Bk2wk-R2", "Bk2wk-n", 
"Bkyr-OR", "Bkyr-p", "Bkyr-R2", "Bkyr-n", "BkLeng-ES", "BkLeng-p", "BkLeng-R2", "BkLeng-n") 
 
colnames(All_Uni) = columns 
 
## West - Ghana, Mali, Niger 
 
Data_West <- subset(Data, country == "Ghana" | country == "Mali" | country == "Niger") 
 
West_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(West_Uni) = columns 
 
West_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$wat_committee, Table = West_Uni, row = 1, name = "Wate
r Committee") 
West_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$Season, Table = West_Uni, row = (nrow(West_Uni) + 1), 
name = "Season") 
West_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$wat_service_availability, Table = West_Uni, row = (nro
w(West_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
West_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$wat_age, Table = West_Uni, row = (nrow(West_Uni) + 1), 
name = "WPT Age") 
West_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$wat_n_households, Table = West_Uni, row = (nrow(West_U
ni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
West_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$dist_urb, Table = West_Uni, row = (nrow(West_Uni) + 1)
, name = "Distance to City") 
West_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_West, inputvar = Data_West$wat_type_cat, Table = West_Uni, row = (nrow(West_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "WPT Type") 
 
## East - Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda 
 
Data_East <- subset(Data, country == "Ethiopia" | country == "Kenya" | country == "Rwanda" | country == "Tanzania" | 
country == "Uganda") 
 
East_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(East_Uni) = columns 
 
East_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$wat_committee, Table = East_Uni, row = 1, name = "Wate
r Committee") 
East_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$Season, Table = East_Uni, row = (nrow(East_Uni) + 1), 
name = "Season") 
East_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$wat_service_availability, Table = East_Uni, row = (nro
w(East_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
East_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$wat_age, Table = East_Uni, row = (nrow(East_Uni) + 1), 
name = "WPT Age") 
East_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$wat_n_households, Table = East_Uni, row = (nrow(East_U
ni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
East_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$dist_urb, Table = East_Uni, row = (nrow(East_Uni) + 1)
, name = "Distance to City") 
East_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_East, inputvar = Data_East$wat_type_cat, Table = East_Uni, row = (nrow(East_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "WPT Type") 
 
# South - Malawi, Mozambique, Zambia, Zimbabwe 
 
Data_South <- subset(Data, country == "Malawi" | country == "Mozambique" | country == "Zambia" | country == "Zimbabw
e") 
 
South_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(South_Uni) = columns 
 
South_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_South, inputvar = Data_South$wat_committee, Table = South_Uni, row = 1, name = "
Water Committee") 
South_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_South, inputvar = Data_South$wat_service_availability, Table = South_Uni, row = 
(nrow(South_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
South_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_South, inputvar = Data_South$wat_age, Table = South_Uni, row = (nrow(South_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "WPT Age") 
South_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_South, inputvar = Data_South$wat_n_households, Table = South_Uni, row = (nrow(So
uth_Uni) + 1), name = "Households Served") 
South_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_South, inputvar = Data_South$dist_urb, Table = South_Uni, row = (nrow(South_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "Distance to City") 
South_Uni  = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_South, inputvar = Data_South$wat_type_cat, Table = South_Uni, row = (nrow(South
_Uni) + 1), name = "WPT Type") 
 
# Add region labels 
 
All_Uni$Region = "All" 
East_Uni$Region = "East" 
South_Uni$Region = "South" 
West_Uni$Region = "West" 
 
Region_Uni = rbind(All_Uni, East_Uni, South_Uni, West_Uni) 
 
write.csv(Region_Uni, file = paste(basepath, "Regional Univariate Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
 
rm(Data_East, Data_South, Data_West, East_Uni, South_Uni, West_Uni) 
columns = c("Var", "Func-OR", "Func-p", "Func-R2", "Func-n", "Bk2wk-OR", "Bk2wk-p", "Bk2wk-R2", "Bk2wk-n", "Bkyr-OR"
, "Bkyr-p", "Bkyr-R2", "Bkyr-n", "BkLeng-ES", "BkLeng-p", "BkLeng-R2", "BkLeng-n") 
 
Data_Com <- subset(Data, wat_committee == "1") 
 
Com_Uni = as.data.frame(matrix(data = 0, ncol = length(columns))) 
 
colnames(Com_Uni) = columns 
 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$Season, Table = Com_Uni, row = 1, name = "Season") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_service_availability, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Co
m_Uni) + 1), name = "Service Availability") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_age, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni) + 1), name 
= "WPT Age") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_n_households, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni) + 
1), name = "Households Served") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$dist_urb, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni) + 1), nam
e = "Distance to Urban Center") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_type_cat, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni) + 1), 
name = "WPT Type") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_committee_woman, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni
) + 1), name = "Woman on Committee") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_committee_disability, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Co
m_Uni) + 1), name = "Person with Disability on Committee") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_committee_elected, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_U
ni) + 1), name = "Committee Selection Method") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_fee_collection, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "Collect Fees") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_scheduled_fee_collect, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(C
om_Uni) + 1), name = "Collect Fees on Schedule") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_collect_repair_money, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Co
m_Uni) + 1), name = "Collect Repair Money") 
#Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_nonmonetary_labor, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_
Uni) + 1), name = "Nonmonetary Contributions - Labor") 
#Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_nonmonetary_goods, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_
Uni) + 1), name = "Nonmonetary Contributions - Goods") 
#Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_nonmonetary_fundraising, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nro
w(Com_Uni) + 1), name = "Nonmonetary Contributions - Fundraising") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_committee_community_meet, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nro
w(Com_Uni) + 1), name = "Have Community Meetings") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_operation_plan, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Uni) 
+ 1), name = "Have O&M Plan") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$caretaker_paid_train, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Un
i) + 1), name = "Caretaker - Paid/Trained") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_external_support, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(Com_Un
i) + 1), name = "Call Tech Support") 
Com_Uni = Uni_func(Dataset = Data_Com, inputvar = Data_Com$wat_external_support_came, Table = Com_Uni, row = (nrow(C
om_Uni) + 1), name = "Tech Support Comes") 
 
 
write.csv(Com_Uni, file = paste(basepath, "Committee Univariate Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
Multi_columns = c("Subset", "n", "R2", "OutcomeVar", "(Intercept)-coeff", "(Intercept)-p", "wat_committee1-coeff", "
wat_committee1-p", "wat_type_cat1-coeff", "wat_type_cat1-p", "wat_type_cat2-coeff", "wat_type_cat2-p", "wat_type_cat
3-coeff", "wat_type_cat3-p", "wat_type_cat4-coeff", "wat_type_cat4-p", "wat_type_cat5-coeff", "wat_type_cat5-p", "wa
t_age-coeff", "wat_age-p", "wat_n_households-coeff", "wat_n_households-p", "wat_service_availability1-coeff", "wat_s
ervice_availability1-p", "wat_service_availability2-coeff", "wat_service_availability2-p", "dist_urb-coeff", "dist_u
rb-p", "Season1-coeff", "Season1-p") 
 
var_levels = c("(Intercept)", "wat_committee_woman1", "wat_committee_disability1", "wat_committee_elected1", "wat_fe
e_collection1", "wat_scheduled_fee_collect1", "wat_committee_community_meet1", "wat_operation_plan1", "caretaker_pai
d_train1", "caretaker_paid_train2", "caretaker_paid_train3", "caretaker_paid_train4", "wat_external_support1", "wat_
external_support_came1", "wat_collect_repair_money1", "wat_type_cat1", "wat_type_cat2", "wat_type_cat3", "wat_type_c
at4", "wat_type_cat5", "wat_age", "wat_n_households", "wat_service_availability1", "wat_service_availability2", "dis
t_urb", "Season1") 
 
Multi_Compare = as.data.frame(matrix(ncol = 30)) 
colnames(Multi_Compare) = Multi_columns 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FUNCTIONALITY 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_servic
e_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = Season 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_servic
e_availability + dist_urb, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# next highest p = age 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_availabi
lity + dist_urb, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# next highest p = number of households 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_service_availability + dist_urb, da
ta = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# next highest p = water committee 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_type_cat + wat_service_availability + dist_urb, data = Data, famil
y = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_func$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_func$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Compare[1, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_func$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Compare[1, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_func))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Compare[1,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_functional" 
Multi_Compare[1,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_func$deviance / regress_func$null.deviance) 
Multi_Compare[1,"n"] = regress_func$df.null + 1 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Breakdown in the last two weeks 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat
_service_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
#highest p = Season 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_a
vailability + dist_urb + wat_age, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = age 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_a
vailability + dist_urb, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = wat_type_cat 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + d
ist_urb, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability, da
ta = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bk2wk$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Compare[2, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Compare[2, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bk2wk))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Compare[2,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_2weeks" 
Multi_Compare[2,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bk2wk$deviance / regress_bk2wk$null.deviance) 
Multi_Compare[2,"n"] = regress_bk2wk$df.null + 1 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Breakdown in the last year 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_se
rvice_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
#highest p = wat_n_households 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability 
+ dist_urb + Season, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
#highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability 
+ Season, data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = Season 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability, 
data = Data, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkyr$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Compare[3, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Compare[3, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkyr))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Compare[3,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year" 
Multi_Compare[3,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkyr$deviance / regress_bkyr$null.deviance) 
Multi_Compare[3,"n"] = regress_bkyr$df.null + 1 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Length of breakdown in the last year 
 
regress_bkleng = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year_length ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households 
+ wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data, family = "poisson") 
 
summary(regress_bkleng) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkleng$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Compare[4, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Compare[4, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkleng))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Compare[4,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year_length" 
Multi_Compare[4,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkleng$deviance / regress_bkleng$null.deviance) 
Multi_Compare[4,"n"] = regress_bkleng$df.null + 1 
 
Multi_Compare[1:4,"Subset"] = "All" 
 
write.csv(Multi_Compare, file = paste(basepath, "Multi Manual Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
Multi_Com_columns = c("Subset", "n", "R2", "OutcomeVar", "(Intercept)-coeff", "(Intercept)-p", "wat_type_cat1-coeff"
, "wat_type_cat1-p", "wat_type_cat2-coeff", "wat_type_cat2-p", "wat_type_cat3-coeff", "wat_type_cat3-p", "wat_type_c
at4-coeff", "wat_type_cat4-p", "wat_type_cat5-coeff", "wat_type_cat5-p", "wat_age-coeff", "wat_age-p", "wat_n_househ
olds-coeff", "wat_n_households-p", "wat_service_availability1-coeff", "wat_service_availability1-p", "wat_service_av
ailability2-coeff", "wat_service_availability2-p", "dist_urb-coeff", "dist_urb-p", "Season1-coeff", "Season1-p", "wa
t_committee_woman1-coeff", "wat_committee_woman1-p", "wat_committee_disability1-coeff", "wat_committee_disability1-p
", "wat_committee_elected1-coeff", "wat_committee_elected1-p", "wat_fee_collection1-coeff", "wat_fee_collection1-p", 
"wat_scheduled_fee_collect1-coeff", "wat_scheduled_fee_collect1-p", "wat_committee_community_meet1-coeff", "wat_comm
ittee_community_meet1-p", "wat_operation_plan1-coeff", "wat_operation_plan1-p", "caretaker_paid_train1-coeff", "care
taker_paid_train1-p", "caretaker_paid_train2-coeff", "caretaker_paid_train2-p", "caretaker_paid_train3-coeff", "care
taker_paid_train3-p", "caretaker_paid_train4-coeff", "caretaker_paid_train4-p", "wat_collect_repair_money1-coeff", "
wat_collect_repair_money1-p", "wat_external_support1-coeff", "wat_external_support1-p", "wat_external_support_came1-
coeff", "wat_external_support_came1-p") 
 
# Note: p must be less than 0.05 for inclusion 
 
Multi_Com_Man = as.data.frame(matrix(ncol = 56)) 
colnames(Multi_Com_Man) = Multi_Com_columns 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FUNCTIONALITY 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_elected 
+ wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_externa
l_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat_coll
ect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
#wat_external_support excluded because it had only 1 level 
#wat_fee_collection excluded because it had only 1 level 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = election 
 
#Data_Com_Subs <- subset(Data_Com, !is.na(wat_functional) & !is.na(wat_committee_woman) & !is.na(wat_committee_disab
ility) & !is.na(wat_scheduled_fee_collect) & !is.na(wat_committee_community_meet) & !is.na(wat_operation_plan) & !is
.na(caretaker_paid_train) & !is.na(wat_external_support_came)) 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_scheduled_fee_col
lect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_ty
pe_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat_collect_repair_money, data 
= Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = age 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_scheduled_fee_col
lect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_ty
pe_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com
, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = Season 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_scheduled_fee_col
lect + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat




# highest p = community meet 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_scheduled_fee_col
lect + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat
_service_availability + dist_urb + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = caretaker 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_scheduled_fee_col
lect + wat_operation_plan + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + 
dist_urb + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = disability 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_operation_plan + 
wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + wat_collect_repa
ir_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = wat_collect_repair_money 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_operation_plan + 
wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb, data = Data_Com, 
family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = woman 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_operation_plan + wat_external_support_
came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = scheduled fee collect 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_operation_plan + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_n_
households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = households 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_operation_plan + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + dist_u
rb + wat_service_availability, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_operation_plan + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_se
rvice_availability, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_func$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_func$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Man[1, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_func$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Man[1, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_func))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Man[1,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_functional" 
Multi_Com_Man[1,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_func$deviance / regress_func$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Man[1,"n"] = 1 + regress_func$df.null 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BREAKDOWN IN LAST TWO WEEKS 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_
elected + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat
_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + 
wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = season 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_
elected + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat
_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + wat_colle
ct_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = wat_type_cat 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_
elected + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat
_external_support_came + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + wat_collect_repair_money
, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = woman 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_disability + wat_comm
ittee_elected + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came 
+ wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, fami
ly = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = scheduled fee collect 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_elected + wat_committe
e_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_age + wat_n_household
s + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_elected + wat_committe
e_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_age + wat_n_household
s + wat_service_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = wat_age 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_elected + wat_committe
e_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_n_households + wat_se
rvice_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = elected 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_o
peration_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + wat
_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = caretaker 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_o
peration_plan + wat_external_support_came + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, 
data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = wat_n_households 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_operation_plan + wat_external_su
pport_came + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_service_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, fa
mily = "binomial") 
 
 
# highest p = operation plan 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_external_support_came + wat_comm
ittee_community_meet + wat_service_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = community meet 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_external_support_came + wat_serv
ice_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bk2wk$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Man[2, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Man[2, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bk2wk))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Man[2,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_2weeks" 
Multi_Com_Man[2,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bk2wk$deviance / regress_bk2wk$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Man[2,"n"] = 1 + regress_bk2wk$df.null 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BREAKDOWN IN LAST YEAR 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_ele
cted + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_ex
ternal_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat




# highest p = elected 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_scheduled_fee
_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wa
t_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat_collect_repair_money, d
ata = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = scheduled fee collect 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_com
munity_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n




# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_com
munity_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n
_households + wat_service_availability + Season + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = woman 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_oper
ation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_serv
ice_availability + Season + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = season 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_oper
ation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_serv
ice_availability + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = O&M plan 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + caretake
r_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + wa
t_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = collect repair money 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + caretake
r_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability, dat
a = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = wat_n_households 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_community_meet + caretake
r_paid_train + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability, data = Data_Com, famil
y = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = community meet 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_sup
port_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = caretaker 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_external_support_came + wat_type_ca
t + wat_age + wat_service_availability, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = external support came 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_disability + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_av
ailability, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkyr$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Man[3, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Man[3, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkyr))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Man[3,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year" 
Multi_Com_Man[3,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkyr$deviance / regress_bkyr$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Man[3,"n"] = 1 + regress_bkyr$df.null 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BREAKDOWN LENGTH 
 
regress_bkleng = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year_length ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_comm
ittee_elected + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train 
+ wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Seas
on + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "poisson") 
 
summary(regress_bkleng) 
# highest p = disability 
 
regress_bkleng = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year_length ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_elected + wat_schedul
ed_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_external_support_cam
e + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat_collect_repair_mo
ney, data = Data_Com, family = "poisson") 
 
summary(regress_bkleng) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkleng$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Man[4, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Man[4, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkleng))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Man[4,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year_length" 
Multi_Com_Man[4,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkleng$deviance / regress_bkleng$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Man[4,"n"] = 1 + regress_bkleng$df.null 
 
write.csv(Multi_Com_Man, file = paste(basepath, "Multi Manual Committee Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
Multi_columns = c("Subset", "n", "R2", "OutcomeVar", "(Intercept)-coeff", "(Intercept)-p", "wat_committee1-coeff", "
wat_committee1-p", "wat_type_cat1-coeff", "wat_type_cat1-p", "wat_type_cat2-coeff", "wat_type_cat2-p", "wat_type_cat
3-coeff", "wat_type_cat3-p", "wat_type_cat4-coeff", "wat_type_cat4-p", "wat_type_cat5-coeff", "wat_type_cat5-p", "wa
t_age-coeff", "wat_age-p", "wat_n_households-coeff", "wat_n_households-p", "wat_service_availability1-coeff", "wat_s
ervice_availability1-p", "wat_service_availability2-coeff", "wat_service_availability2-p", "dist_urb-coeff", "dist_u
rb-p", "Season1-coeff", "Season1-p") 
 
var_levels = c("(Intercept)", "wat_committee_woman1", "wat_committee_disability1", "wat_committee_elected1", "wat_fe
e_collection1", "wat_scheduled_fee_collect1", "wat_committee_community_meet1", "wat_operation_plan1", "caretaker_pai
d_train1", "caretaker_paid_train2", "caretaker_paid_train3", "caretaker_paid_train4", "wat_external_support1", "wat_
external_support_came1", "wat_collect_repair_money1", "wat_type_cat1", "wat_type_cat2", "wat_type_cat3", "wat_type_c
at4", "wat_type_cat5", "wat_age", "wat_n_households", "wat_service_availability1", "wat_service_availability2", "dis
t_urb", "Season1") 
 
Multi_Ethiopia = as.data.frame(matrix(ncol = 30)) 
colnames(Multi_Ethiopia) = Multi_columns 
 
Data_Eth <- subset(Data, country == "Ethiopia") 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FUNCTIONALITY 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_servic
e_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_servic
e_availability + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = wat_n_households 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability + Se
ason, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = Season 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability, dat
a = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = wat_age 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_service_availability, data = Data_E
th, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
# highest p = committee 
 




# highest p = wat_type_cat 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_service_availability, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_func) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_func$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_func$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Ethiopia[1, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_func$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Ethiopia[1, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_func))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Ethiopia[1,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_functional" 
Multi_Ethiopia[1,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_func$deviance / regress_func$null.deviance) 
Multi_Ethiopia[1,"n"] = regress_func$df.null + 1 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Breakdown in the last two weeks 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat
_service_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = wat_type_cat 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availa
bility + dist_urb + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = Season 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availa




# highest p = age 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + d
ist_urb, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = committee 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb, data = 
Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_n_households + wat_service_availability, data = Data_Eth, f
amily = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bk2wk$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Ethiopia[2, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Ethiopia[2, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bk2wk))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Ethiopia[2,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_2weeks" 
Multi_Ethiopia[2,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bk2wk$deviance / regress_bk2wk$null.deviance) 
Multi_Ethiopia[2,"n"] = regress_bk2wk$df.null + 1 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Breakdown in the last year 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_se
rvice_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = dist_urb 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_se
rvice_availability + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = wat_n_households 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability 
+ Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = Season 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_service_availability, 
data = Data_Eth, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = wat_type_cat 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee + wat_age + wat_service_availability, data = Data_Et
h, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
# highest p = wat_age 
 




for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkyr$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Ethiopia[3, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Ethiopia[3, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkyr))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Ethiopia[3,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year" 
Multi_Ethiopia[3,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkyr$deviance / regress_bkyr$null.deviance) 
Multi_Ethiopia[3,"n"] = regress_bkyr$df.null + 1 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Length of breakdown in the last year 
 
regress_bkleng = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year_length ~ wat_committee + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households 
+ wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season, data = Data_Eth, family = "poisson") 
 
summary(regress_bkleng) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkleng$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Ethiopia[4, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Ethiopia[4, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkleng))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Ethiopia[4,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year_length" 
Multi_Ethiopia[4,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkleng$deviance / regress_bkleng$null.deviance) 
Multi_Ethiopia[4,"n"] = regress_bkleng$df.null + 1 
 
Multi_Ethiopia[1:4,"Subset"] = "Ethiopia" 
 
write.csv(Multi_Ethiopia, file = paste(basepath, "Multi Ethiopia Manual Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
Multi_Com_columns = c("Subset", "n", "R2", "OutcomeVar", "(Intercept)-coeff", "(Intercept)-p", "wat_type_cat1-coeff"
, "wat_type_cat1-p", "wat_type_cat2-coeff", "wat_type_cat2-p", "wat_type_cat3-coeff", "wat_type_cat3-p", "wat_type_c
at4-coeff", "wat_type_cat4-p", "wat_type_cat5-coeff", "wat_type_cat5-p", "wat_age-coeff", "wat_age-p", "wat_n_househ
olds-coeff", "wat_n_households-p", "wat_service_availability1-coeff", "wat_service_availability1-p", "wat_service_av
ailability2-coeff", "wat_service_availability2-p", "dist_urb-coeff", "dist_urb-p", "Season1-coeff", "Season1-p", "wa
t_committee_woman1-coeff", "wat_committee_woman1-p", "wat_committee_disability1-coeff", "wat_committee_disability1-p
", "wat_committee_elected1-coeff", "wat_committee_elected1-p", "wat_fee_collection1-coeff", "wat_fee_collection1-p", 
"wat_scheduled_fee_collect1-coeff", "wat_scheduled_fee_collect1-p", "wat_committee_community_meet1-coeff", "wat_comm
ittee_community_meet1-p", "wat_operation_plan1-coeff", "wat_operation_plan1-p", "caretaker_paid_train1-coeff", "care
taker_paid_train1-p", "caretaker_paid_train2-coeff", "caretaker_paid_train2-p", "caretaker_paid_train3-coeff", "care
taker_paid_train3-p", "caretaker_paid_train4-coeff", "caretaker_paid_train4-p", "wat_collect_repair_money1-coeff", "
wat_collect_repair_money1-p", "wat_external_support1-coeff", "wat_external_support1-p", "wat_external_support_came1-
coeff", "wat_external_support_came1-p") 
 
# Note: p must be less than 0.05 for inclusion 
 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia = as.data.frame(matrix(ncol = 56)) 
colnames(Multi_Com_Ethiopia) = Multi_Com_columns 
 
Data_Eth_Com <- subset(Data_Eth, wat_committee == 1) 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FUNCTIONALITY 
 
regress_func = glm(formula = wat_functional ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_elected 
+  wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_extern
al_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat_col
lect_repair_money, data = Data_Eth_Com, family = "binomial") 
#wat_external_support excluded because it had only 1 level 
#wat_fee_collection excluded because it had only 1 level 
 
summary(regress_func) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_func$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_func$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[1, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_func$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[1, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_func))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[1,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_functional" 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[1,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_func$deviance / regress_func$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[1,"n"] = 1 + regress_func$df.null 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BREAKDOWN IN LAST TWO WEEKS 
 
regress_bk2wk = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_2weeks ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_
elected + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat
_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + 
wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Eth_Com, family = "binomial") 
summary(regress_bk2wk) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bk2wk$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[2, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bk2wk$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[2, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bk2wk))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[2,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_2weeks" 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[2,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bk2wk$deviance / regress_bk2wk$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[2,"n"] = 1 + regress_bk2wk$df.null 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BREAKDOWN IN LAST YEAR 
 
regress_bkyr = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_committee_ele
cted + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train + wat_ex
ternal_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Season + wat
_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Com, family = "binomial") 
 
summary(regress_bkyr) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkyr$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[3, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkyr$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[3, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkyr))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[3,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year" 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[3,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkyr$deviance / regress_bkyr$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[3,"n"] = 1 + regress_bkyr$df.null 
 
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BREAKDOWN LENGTH 
 
regress_bkleng = glm(formula = wat_breakdown_year_length ~ wat_committee_woman + wat_committee_disability + wat_comm
ittee_elected + wat_scheduled_fee_collect + wat_committee_community_meet + wat_operation_plan + caretaker_paid_train 
+ wat_external_support_came + wat_type_cat + wat_age + wat_n_households + wat_service_availability + dist_urb + Seas
on + wat_collect_repair_money, data = Data_Eth, family = "poisson") 
 
summary(regress_bkleng) 
for (l in var_levels) { 
  for (r in 1:(length(regress_bkleng$coefficients))) { 
    if (names(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) == l){ 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[4, paste(l,"-coeff",sep = "")] = unname(regress_bkleng$coefficients[r]) 
      Multi_Com_Ethiopia[4, paste(l,"-p",sep = "")] = unname(coef(summary(regress_bkleng))[r,4]) 
    } 
  } 
} 
 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[4,"OutcomeVar"] = "wat_breakdown_year_length" 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[4,"R2"] = 1 - (regress_bkleng$deviance / regress_bkleng$null.deviance) 
Multi_Com_Ethiopia[4,"n"] = 1 + regress_bkleng$df.null 
 
write.csv(Multi_Com_Ethiopia, file = paste(basepath, "Multi Ethiopia Committee Regression Results.csv", sep = "/")) 
 
Appendix C: Structural Equation Modeling Code 
 
import delimited "C:\Users\cathmcm\Desktop\MP\Data" 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - Functionality Metrics 
 
gen binary_func = 0 
replace binary_func = 1 if wat_functional == "Yes" 
 
gen breakdown_2wks = 0 
replace breakdown_2wks = 1 if wat_breakdown_2weeks == "Yes" 
 
gen breakdown_yr = 0 
replace breakdown_yr = 1 if wat_breakdown_year == "Yes" 
 
gen breakdown_length = real(wat_breakdown_year_length) 
replace breakdown_length = 365 if breakdown_length > 365 & breakdown_length != . 
 
gen breakdown_length_all = breakdown_length 
replace breakdown_length_all = 0 if breakdown_length_all == . 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - Variables 
 
gen committee = 0 
replace committee = 1 if strpos(wat_committee, "Yes") 
 
gen age = wat_age 
replace age = "" if age == "NA" 
destring age, generate(age2) 
drop age 
gen age = age2 
drop age2 
 
gen households = wat_n_households 
replace households = "" if households == "NA" 
destring households, generate(households2) 
drop households 
gen households = households2 
drop households2 
 
gen distance_urb = dist_urb 
replace distance_urb = "" if distance_urb == "NA" 
destring distance_urb, generate(distance_urb2) 
drop distance_urb 
gen distance_urb = distance_urb2 
drop distance_urb2 
 
gen continuous = 0 
replace continuous = 1 if wat_service_availability == "Continuous Service" 
 
gen meetings = 0 
replace meetings = 1 if wat_committee_meet == "Yes" 
 
gen community_meeting = 0 
replace community_meeting = 1 if wat_committee_community_meet == "Yes" 
 
gen call_supp = 0 
replace call_supp = 1 if wat_external_support == "Yes" 
 
gen supp_came = 0 
replace supp_came = 1 if wat_external_support_came == "Yes" 
 
gen OM_plan = 0 
replace OM_plan= 1 if wat_operation_plan == "Yes" 
 
gen care_paid_train = 0 
replace care_paid_train = 1 if caretaker_paid_train == "Caretaker paid and trained" 
 
gen committee_women = 0 
replace committee_women = 1 if wat_committee_woman == "Yes" 
 
gen committee_disability = 0 
replace committee_disability = 1 if wat_committee_disability == "Yes" 
 
gen fees = 0 
replace fees = 1 if wat_fee_collection == "Yes" 
 
gen fees_sched = 0 
replace fees_sched = 1 if wat_scheduled_fee_collect == "Yes" 
 
gen elected = 0 
replace elected = 1 if wat_committee_elected == "Elected" 
 
gen collect_repair = 0 
replace collect_repair = 1 if wat_collect_repair_money == "Yes" 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - All Communities, Full Conceptualization 
 
sem (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> call_supp, ) (committee -> supp_came, ) 
(committee -> OM_plan, ) (committee -> care_paid_train, ) (committee -> Latent1, ) 
(age -> Latent1, ) (households -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> committee, ) 
(distance_urb -> supp_came, ) (distance_urb -> Latent1, ) (continuous -> call_supp, ) 
(continuous -> OM_plan, ) (continuous -> Latent1, ) (call_supp -> supp_came, ) 
(call_supp -> Latent1, ) (supp_came -> Latent1, ) (OM_plan -> Latent1, ) 
(care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) (care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) (care_paid_train -> 
OM_plan, ) (care_paid_train -> Latent1, ) (Latent1 -> binary_func, ) (Latent1 -> 
breakdown_length_all, ) (Latent1 -> breakdown_2wks, ), latent(Latent1 ) nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - All Communities, Binary Functionality 
 
sem (committee -> binary_func, ) (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> call_supp, 
) (committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> OM_plan, ) (committee -> care_paid_train, ) 
(age -> binary_func, ) (households -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> committee, ) 
(distance_urb -> bin 
> ary_func, ) (distance_urb -> supp_came, ) (continuous -> binary_func, ) (continuous 
-> call_supp, ) (continuous -> OM_plan, ) (call_supp -> binary_func, ) (call_supp -> 
supp_came, ) (supp_came -> binary_func, ) (OM_plan -> binary_func, ) (care_paid_train 
-> binary_func, ) (care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) (care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) 
(care_paid_train -> OM_plan, ), nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - All Communities, 2Wk Breakdown 
 
sem (committee -> breakdown_2wks, ) (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> 
call_supp, ) (committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> OM_plan, ) (committee -> 
care_paid_train, ) (age -> breakdown_2wks, ) (households -> committee, ) (distance_urb 
-> committee, ) (distance_urb -> breakdown_2wks, ) (distance_urb -> supp_came, ) 
(continuous -> breakdown_2wks, ) (continuous -> call_supp, ) (continuous -> OM_plan, ) 
(call_supp -> breakdown_2wks, ) (call_supp -> supp_came, ) (supp_came -> 
breakdown_2wks, ) (OM_plan -> breakdown_2wks, ) (care_paid_train -> breakdown_2wks, ) 
(care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) (care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) (care_paid_train -> 
OM_plan, ), nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - All Communities, Breakdown Length 
 
sem (committee -> breakdown_length, ) (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> 
call_supp, ) (committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> OM_plan, ) (committee -> 
care_paid_train, ) (age -> breakdown_length, ) (households -> committee, ) 
(distance_urb -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> breakdown_length, ) (distance_urb -> 
supp_came, ) (continuous -> breakdown_length, ) (continuous -> call_supp, ) 
(continuous -> OM_plan, ) (call_supp -> breakdown_length, ) (call_supp -> supp_came, ) 
(supp_came -> breakdown_length, ) (OM_plan -> breakdown_length, ) (care_paid_train -> 
breakdown_length, ) (care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) (care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) 
(care_paid_train -> OM_plan, ), nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - Committees, Full Conceptualization 
 
sem (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> meetings, ) (committee -> call_supp, ) 
(committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> OM_plan, ) (committee -> care_paid_train, ) 
(committee -> collect_repair, ) (committee -> elected, ) (committee -> 
committee_women, ) (committee -> committee_disability, ) (committee -> fees, ) 
(committee -> Latent1, ) (committee -> community_meeting, ) (age -> Latent1, ) 
(households -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> supp_came, 
) (distance_urb -> Latent1, ) (continuous -> call_supp, ) (continuous -> OM_plan, ) 
(continuous -> Latent1, ) (meetings -> Latent1, ) (meetings -> community_meeting, ) 
(call_supp -> supp_came, ) (call_supp -> Latent1, ) (supp_came -> Latent1, ) (OM_plan 
-> Latent1, ) (care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) (care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) 
(care_paid_train -> OM_plan, ) (care_paid_train -> Latent1, ) (collect_repair -> 
Latent1, ) (elected -> committee_women, ) (elected -> Latent1, ) (committee_women -> 
meetings, ) (committee_women -> committee_disability, ) (committee_women -> Latent1, ) 
(committee_disability -> Latent1, ) (fees -> care_paid_train, ) (fees -> fees_sched, ) 
(fees -> Latent1, ) (fees_sched -> Latent1, ) (Latent1 -> binary_func, ) (Latent1 -> 
breakdown_length_all, ) (Latent1 -> breakdown_2wks, ) (community_meeting -> Latent1, 
), latent(Latent1 ) nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - Committees, Binary Functionality 
 
sem (committee -> binary_func, ) (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> meetings, ) 
(committee -> call_supp, ) (committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> OM_plan, ) 
(committee -> care_paid_train, ) (committee -> collect_repair, ) (committee -> 
elected, ) (committee -> committee_women, ) (committee -> committee_disability, ) 
(committee -> fees, ) (committee -> community_meeting, ) (age -> binary_func, ) 
(households -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> 
binary_func, ) (distance_urb -> supp_came, ) (continuous -> binary_func, ) (continuous 
-> call_supp, ) (continuous -> OM_plan, ) (meetings -> binary_func, ) (meetings -> 
community_meeting, ) (call_supp -> binary_func, ) (call_supp -> supp_came, ) 
(supp_came -> binary_func, ) (OM_plan -> binary_func, ) (care_paid_train -> 
binary_func, ) (care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) (care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) 
(care_paid_train -> OM_plan, ) (collect_repair -> binary_func, ) (elected -> 
binary_func, ) (elected -> committee_women, ) (committee_women -> binary_func, ) 
(committee_women -> meetings, ) (committee_women -> committee_disability, ) 
(committee_disability -> binary_func, ) (fees -> binary_func, ) (fees -> 
care_paid_train, ) (fees -> fees_sched, ) (fees_sched -> binary_func, ) 
(community_meeting -> binary_func, ), nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - Committees, 2Wk Breakdown 
 
sem (committee -> breakdown_2wks, ) (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> 
meetings, ) (committee -> call_supp, ) (committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> 
OM_plan, ) (committee -> care_paid_train, ) (committee -> collect_repair, ) (committee 
-> elected, ) (committee -> committee_women, ) (committee -> committee_disability, ) 
(committee -> fees, ) (committee -> community_meeting, ) (age -> breakdown_2wks, ) 
(households -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> 
breakdown_2wks, ) (distance_urb -> supp_came, ) (continuous -> breakdown_2wks, ) 
(continuous -> call_supp, ) (continuous -> OM_plan, ) (meetings -> breakdown_2wks, ) 
(meetings -> community_meeting, ) (call_supp -> breakdown_2wks, ) (call_supp -> 
supp_came, ) (supp_came -> breakdown_2wks, ) (OM_plan -> breakdown_2wks, ) 
(care_paid_train -> breakdown_2wks, ) (care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) 
(care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) (care_paid_train -> OM_plan, ) (collect_repair -> 
breakdown_2wks, ) (elected -> breakdown_2wks, ) (elected -> committee_women, ) 
(committee_women -> breakdown_2wks, ) (committee_women -> meetings, ) (committee_women 
-> committee_disability, ) (committee_disability -> breakdown_2wks, ) (fees -> 
breakdown_2wks, ) (fees -> care_paid_train, ) (fees -> fees_sched, ) (fees_sched -> 
breakdown_2wks, ) (community_meeting -> breakdown_2wks, ), nocapslatent 
 
* - - - - - - - - - - - Committees, Breakdown Length 
 
sem (committee -> breakdown_length, ) (committee -> continuous, ) (committee -> 
meetings, ) (committee -> call_supp, ) (committee -> supp_came, ) (committee -> 
OM_plan, ) (committee -> care_paid_train, ) (committee -> collect_repair, ) (committee 
-> elected, ) (committee -> committee_women, ) (committee -> committee_disability, ) 
(committee -> fees, ) (committee -> community_meeting, ) (age -> breakdown_length, ) 
(households -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> committee, ) (distance_urb -> 
breakdown_length, ) (distance_urb -> supp_came, ) (continuous -> breakdown_length, ) 
(continuous -> call_supp, ) (continuous -> OM_plan, ) (meetings -> breakdown_length, ) 
(meetings -> community_meeting, ) (call_supp -> breakdown_length, ) (call_supp -> 
supp_came, ) (supp_came -> breakdown_length, ) (OM_plan -> breakdown_length, ) 
(care_paid_train -> breakdown_length, ) (care_paid_train -> call_supp, ) 
(care_paid_train -> supp_came, ) (care_paid_train -> OM_plan, ) (collect_repair -> 
breakdown_length, ) (elected -> breakdown_length, ) (elected -> committee_women, ) 
(committee_women -> breakdown_length, ) (committee_women -> meetings, ) 
(committee_women -> committee_disability, ) (committee_disability -> breakdown_length, 
) (fees -> breakdown_length, ) (fees -> care_paid_train, ) (fees -> fees_sched, ) 
(fees_sched -> breakdown_length, ) (community_meeting -> breakdown_length, ), 
nocapslatent 
 
 
